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to
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Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover;
fast setting in the right direction. These I am not so sure about Keshub's subsoribing have been employed as colporters, Sand the
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drank,and, drank again—not because 4| stopping trains’ ‘anid ‘keeping passengers
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than
to all his illustrious prédecessor has said; sales have been 82,000 vols.
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hom all letters on business,
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to
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that I wonder at my little faith, and grieve this young sect never said this of any other ed, oh, how long, for God's law, and are now
as large a8 possible and thus save expenses.
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have reaped a rieh harvest,
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is over my foolishness.
than Jesus. Surely he;was rather a broad in large numbers prepared to welcome it.
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guess
what
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obntance,
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for
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recelvedby the
- From the above facts it will be seen that server if i is who discourses of Winter in the ation have kept travelers in good spirits.
Gooljah Shah was a classmate of our de- guage theist.
and until payment of all arrearages is made as reos | ROTO brother Mahes.
Both studied toquired by law.
Your thoughtful readers will perceive the the word of God is going forth on a scale Christian Union, as follows :
Besides, the R. R. officials have contributed
Each subscriber 18 pastioulufy requested
gether, now more than thirty years ago, in bearing of what I have said about the surpassing all former experience. Nations
‘Winter scenery has charms of its own, largely to the comfort of passengers, and
the date on the label for the expiration of his jute
the Intally school, Calcutta, under the Rev. Brahmists.
I hope there are individuals. are opening for it; light is -spreading; that ‘yieldto no other season. On a clear are using the utmost efforts to get the road ~
scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
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for
deliverance from its pow#r,
or any true spire confidence and hope. Four editions.
perceive
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ed
Aged and experienc
the mistdke and are now nobly doing their’ Y self-sacrifice for the good of the communis of the Bible have been published the last
utuost to correct it. Wheeler's * Ten ty. Keshub Chund Sen is no nearer Christ, year in that country by the fands of the
| years on the Euphrates” tells the story for as L understand him, than was the distin- British and Foreign Bible Society, making
in the early days of Indian missions.
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The Worm Star,
WEDNESDAY, "FEBRUARY 7, 1872.
No

Eons, 'No

Ra

Through Christ, the Son. ,
grown!

Tis only for a little while
We
Must walk so burdened ; even now we see
The shining crown awaiting us, when we
A
Our cross lay déwn.

No cross, uo crown!
And He who bore the darkest, heaviest cross,
‘Without: one stain of sin or earthly dross,
Metes out with gentleness each gain or loss,
To give His own.
No cross, 10 crown!

The way is rough, but we are not alone;
For he who once the same dark path has gone
Goes now with us; and He will not disown
‘The Weakest one.
1h

Missionary * Corfespondence.
Mx APORE, INDIA, Nov, 28, 1871,
‘written’

you on the'day of

my ‘arrival in Calcutta.

1 spent four very

busy days there in all sorts of business for
the mission. On the Sabbath it was my
good fortune to! meet Gooljali Shah at the

Collingah “chapel.

He has Just retnined, Rome, haying enjoyed
his visit mueh amongst the English church-

~

in opening

the

few

days

35,
He

his address, that,
since

his return

to

What a different man this ffom the

I can

reception in England,
The Hindu and
Mussulman Christians wished to know how
he had been treated by the English Christians. He could give them; no adequate
idea of the perfect Kindness, urbanity and

greeted him on every hand.
treated by those ‘who were of

friends;

so

are

the

The

Dall,

the

telegrams came

with

scene,

but

illustrated news of the terrible
not

yet a letter or a newspapér

America.

takes for

news

Even

now

how

'long"it

to come by the slow course

of an ocean mail!

Bat this painful sus-

pensé must soon be broken by good news
or bad from our friends. The Lord's will

be done.
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is the most prominent feature in the présent

spirit of the

discourse

throughout, pleased me much. I was particularly . pleased with the simple Bengali
used by our brother, for now-a-days some
are given to “ great swelling words of
vanity.”
Mr.

The

American

Unitarian who

has begn in Calcutta for years without, so
far as J know, making a single conyert
from either of the prevailing religions of

India,bas at last joined the Brahmist Samaj,

state” of the Christian church? the

ahswer

"mitist
be, the houor done the Bible.

Tf this

was true then, it can not be otherwise now,

The ' British and’ Foreign
which

had its

gradually

origin

enlarged

at

Bible
that

Society,

period,

its operations

has

to im-

mense proportions. * Sixty-three million volumes of the word of God in two hundred
languages is the summing "up of its work.

The last year its annual issues were nearly
doubled, reaching to almost four Millions.

The avérage per week 'wotld be nehtly 77,
000, and’'12,000 and more per day.

It was of great importance to thé’ preva-

lence of truth that such an rtitatita with
such resources, should

have been 'in readi-

‘ness
to meet the waitsof ‘the contending
tian”! What next under the sun? The artiies in the late war in Europe.’ Tn that
natives are making all the capital possible year, 480,000 vols. of the sacred Sciiptares
out of this singular event. We are told were put in circulation in France. * During

‘and proclaimed himself a ** Brahmist Chris-

that, so

far

from making Christians of the | thé ‘siege of Paris,

in

three months

58,000

Hindus, our foreigners are becoming Brahmists. But Mr, Dall will move nobody in

Bibles and portions of the Bible were called

this new direction, so we, take no

ber of prisoners taken by the
ied’ were farnished with the
They received it with great
proved ‘a wonderful support

alarm at

his joining the Samaj, or “Church of God,"
as Keshub Babu calls it, In a letter that
is going the rounds of the papers, addresséd to a brother Brahwmist, Mr, Dall says |

for'in and about that city.

condition.

The large num-

Prussian armdiviné word.
delight, and it
‘in “their sad

'So'it has been, that

it has so long held, as the accepted emblem
of hospitality and social cheer, and remanded to its proper place on the druggist’s
shelf? A practical amswer to these questions is given by a vast and daily increas-

in'that na-

“tion: where the God ‘of heaven has been
“ There is nothing so broad as Theism. ignored, his sword discarded, the people in
Itis a mighty cry without a creed. It is their sufferings were prepared, as ‘they uevliberty without license. Doubly bound, if is er could have been’ in’ any othet way, ‘to
some strange things: —e.

g ;

It must love and worship

sincerely, It may think and work wisely. It

repudiates nothing that.is true. It renowmces no goed thing till it finds a better,

Ii ‘Germany, the
reached

to more

than

one

deny

Jesus,

million,

the supply of the soldiers and the prisoners

the ¢ Prince of

day, with our better knowledge’ of what is
demanded by Christian charity, hygiene and
good morals, the wine-glass on the dinner-

ian homes isthe rare exceple. The practice of habitually offering wile to guests, and encour-

aging its use in the family, has béen tried at
the bar of common sense and private conscience, and after a quarter of a century
of agitation, has been abandoned in America by a great majority of thoughtful and
{ conscientious people. The change in_pub-

|

Some df our native churches are coming of ** liberal readings,” but the above trans- tant thing that can be said is, that Rome is |
up nobly in this matter of Self-support, ‘and. lation is free enough for a ‘‘new departure.” open to the Bible. Tt should be the ocea-

IL bape the day is not far in the future when

i

Mr. Dall's

version

must be older than the

gion

of thanksgiving

from

of coloring’

There is abundant beauty, too, of the minuter kind, What is more delicate and exquisite than the tracery of the bare tree-tops
relieved against the sky ? And every snowstorm works a myriad miracles of dainty ar-

chitecture.

It clothes the black

spruces

1t is a falldcy to suppose there is any such

thing
cle in
nora
feetly

as rest to matter. There is not a partithe universe which is not on the move,
drop of fluid on the globe that is perquiescent, nor a fiber in the vegeta-

ble kingdom in a state of inactivity. “In an-

imal bodies, from monads to the complicaostentation, but with conscientious. firm- ted organism of man, every part and parness, make it a rule of life never to-offer or cel, even in the solids, are incessantly mo¥yaccept as a beverage anything that can | in- ing among themselves, and their compotoxicate. Steadily and surely the Christian nent elements never cease to act in accordsentiment of America is coming . to regard ance with that universal law till death stops
entire abstinence from alcoholic drinks as the machinery. “Even then a new series of
‘essential to parity -of life. Fifty years ago movements commences at that culminating
Chemical dissolution, of organic
the rum-deeanter was the usual ornament point,
of New England sideboards; and friends, structures is but a liberation of molecules,
whether chureh-members, or acknowledged the aggregation of which was niegessary for
a corporeal beginning and subsequent
worldlings, rarely met without drinking togrowth’;
and they then disperse to enter into
gether some intoxicating beverage. “Fo-

circulation the last

amounting te wmoré than 900,000 ° vols.
of theism,
Keshdb 'Chundes Sen, |,
Such
as were sold, were sold at reduced
Prophets,’
as
our
Keshub
Joves
to
call
himy
who made ‘stueli a stir ver there last year !
Our good 'ordther Gooljah- Shah is one of except where we find Jesus untime, I have prices. To the sick and the wodnded, and
the humblest of men, and one of the worth. not. denied, Jesus in becoming'a Brahmist; to a large portion of the prisoners, the supiest in the native Christian communityof 1 can never renounce him, except: to go to a ply wis gratuitous.” The German soldiers,
Indial + In Qulcutta he has long been better lawgiver, to a purer and diviner it ‘was said, were impatient fo buy, and
pastor of the native Baptist church wor- martyr and Saviour and, brother. (Whom seemed to think little of theif gold in comshiping in South Collingah Street, and at can the man meant) Do I accept the word parison with the word of God.
Th Austria, in 1858, cases of Bibles inoimla he bas for several years ministered of Jesus as final? And without appeal?
to a native congregation gathered by his No. He himself forbids it, so that I should closing 58,000, which had been sent to that
own diligent efforts from the multitude of deny him if I did. No word of Jesus be- country by the British and Foreign Bible
Government servants. I am told that he comes law to me, till confirmed, by another L.Society, were sent out of the country under
supports himself entirely by his work in the witness,—the spirit within me. ‘I am due’ a guard of soldiers. Now, we are informed
where
vernment. office, and reeeives no remu- he says, ‘and my Father, far greater than that there is no part of the Empire
the
colporter
‘may
mot
go
and
find
ready
I,
is
your
other
witness’.
I
believe
Jesus
neration from the people to whom he
preaches. This is very generous on his when he says, ‘Iam a man who has told sale for the Book of God. The last year
part, but hardly the best thing for the peo- you the truth, which I have heard of God.’ 106,000 vols. were put in circulation in that
country,
:
ple, who certainly should be taught to sup- And this is Theism."”
Of Italy, we are told thut the most imporand
port the means of grace which they enjoy.
e,”
licens
‘We havo heard of * poetic
“Let us not

ing numberof thoughtful men and women,
in this and in other “countries, who, without

welcome 'the tritth of God.
year

sad but needful

has a depth

such as no other time of the year ‘affords.
An indescribably soft and tender atmokphere
rests upon the earth, through which glows
the deep purple and blue of the distant hills.
The whiteness of the snow gives
the
scene a celestial purity i suggestion of heavenly things.

with a hundred feathery plumes. It hides
study of the every unsightly object with a soft, white
drinking customs of America, and the phe- mantle. Under its touch in a single hour
nomena of intemperance in general, will the whole earth is transformed, and massoon discover that the tap-root of the eyil querades.in every variety of beautiful and
tree of drunkenness is the fashion, old but grotesque apparel. Then, as by the . quick
not venerable, of regarding alcohol in some changes of a magician, comes a sudden
shower or thaw, and again a frost, and the
form as the established and. proper symbol
of hospitality and social good-fellowship. sun rises upon a world clothed in diamonds.
But the deepest charm which nature has
Subtract the social element from the drinking usages of our own country, leaving in winter is that which night brings forth.
each person
|
to use alcoholic beverages sole- The earth is not more unlike in summer and
Compare the
ly for the sake of stimulation, -or not at all, winter than are the heavens.
and you remove a system of social pressure mellow glory with . which the . harvest
without which few men or women would moon floods the earth, with the cold bright
| light of the far-off moon of winter, And the
contract drinking habits.
The young American usually learns to winter stars,—what sight that is given to
use wine and spirits, not because of amy in- man so moves him to rejoice and reverence
stinctive ‘appetite for alcohoh,
not be- and adore ?
It seems to us that in the severity and
cause of its pleasant, taste qof
because
of any need
for artificial stimulant, but sternness of winter, the mocds which Nasimply. because he finds himself in. com- ture suggests are higher and more heroic
pany where social drinking is fashion- than the milder seasons inspire. When the
able, and he wishes to - imitate, or, fears to earth abounds with every fruitful: thing, 1
offend, his associates and superiors,
An
when the warm air wraps us and the wind
occasional, glass, accepted under social breathes gently upon us, the sense of these
pressure or ostentatiously quaffed as an evi- things brings great delight. , But, when, the
dence
of budding manliness, ‘speedily blood quickens to resiss the cold, and bound
breaks down all early scruples, and engen- in frost and snow tlie earth seems under the
ders the alcoholic appetite. Thenceforward power of some mightier itfluence than those
no ouside pressure is requited to maintain which minister to the physical man; then
the drinking habit. Afire has been kindled we seem to come, closer into the presence of.
within ; our young American has Joined the the Infinite One. Let one stand in the forranks of the steady drinkers, and in his est at night, when the ground is white about
tury helps to perpetuate and extend the his feet, and look up through the net-work of
social custom which has entrapped himself. the great branches to the stars blazing from
Thus do dtinking usages descend from their infinite distance, and listen to the mys
generation to generation. Thus does drunk- ‘terious voices of the wind, and he may well
.enness propagate itself,
feel himself within the courts of God.
‘|
But how can this spell be broken? How
li
nk tht
can this fountain of drunkenness be gealed
Nothing Remains at Rest.
—this social pressure be removed? How
can alcohol be displ; wced from the . position

the news of the fearful Chi-

English

These

The Advance tells some

ay, the landscape

truths when it says:
One who makes a careful

‘ago; the English papers too have

come
from

Editor, how anx-

sitting at Jesus’ feet, and

signs and what the fruits of

doing,

since

cago fire reached us.

LW.

‘Wine and Society.

‘we are waiting for tidings from our

"Ht was the saying of a distingished literary'man'in the early part of. the present
century, that if $hejqugstion were put, What

received, was this.

were

not tell you, Mr.

iously

Calcutta, he had often been asked about his weeks

Several months ago I doubly free.

wrote yout of his havifig &ifled for England.
ed.

remarked
during

what

Where rest, and joy, and peace eternal flow,

last ‘was

his text the words recorded in Luke 8:
‘ Bitting at the. feet - of : Jesus.”

having received much of His spirit, had
learned to love all men, even the Hindus
and Mussulmans.
The speaker proceeded
to point out’ how ta sit at Jesus’ feet, and

Hereafter will the brightest pleasire know,

+ My

as an auxiliary to Christian missions.

He selected for

ing this word
ta every people ?

Still we

and four white persons.

where

woe

blatant and reckless infidelity.

thank God for using this sect to demolish
idolatry. In this work we regard the Samaj

brethren

For every sorrow that our hearts now bear,

LABS.

regular

for the uniform kind treatment he every-

For every thorn that wounds, for every care,
There is a bliss laid up—a wondrous shares
In that bright home.
!
No cross, no crewn!
The heart
that bears the heaviest weight of

Besides his own

another race and tongue, and so different in
every respect from himselt and his countrymen. The only answer he could find to all
his. self-questionings, and the only reason

No cross, no crown!

No cross, no

from England,

congregation, there were several brethren
present from the nafive Independent church,

tionately

»
No cross, no crown!
No “ grmor” on to meet the conflict here,
No “ palms of victery” to greet us there;
Nomourning here, no songs of joy to shure,
Around the Throne.

this Book we are indebted for peace of con-

is after all not what the heart craves,

not pardon and peace-giving to the sinner, science, for the happiness of our homes, for
of our literature, for the excelwho has rebelled against a merciful God, the wealth
laws, for the stability of our
and’ deserves eternal with. Some such lence of
government,
and Jor everything which
the throne of God in heaven.
will eventually come out boldly for Christ,
1 was much pleased with Gooljah Shah's I hope, but as matters stand, the drift of makesus. great among the nations. Shall
first address to his people upon returning "Brahmaism in India to-day is towards a we not be among the number to aid in send-

Indeed, he had wondered how a foreigner
could be so heartily welcomed and so affec-

No joy to come!

ries,

men. While one works on in faith, the other mingles with the redeemed host around

love which

aPAA A

No cross, no'crown!
No dodd to shadow o’er our pathway here
No sunlight everlasting for us there;
No sadness for our spirits now 10 bear,

prejudice is abating : and thé hearts of men
feel their need of God's revealed will. = To

amongst them who will discover that theism,
with’ all its nice distinctions and fine theo-

all hearts that |

new

relations and new forms, and thus one

never-ending circle of activity characterizes
the material universe.
Death is a dissolution of the union that existed for a limited period of what is called

lig) with organized matter.
tery as their separation.

How that_unThey are

distinct

in nature and character, although one

can

not manifest itself without -the brain
nerves of the other.

and

clear as soon as possible. But that can
hardly be done until the heavy storms are
over, which,this winter,have been unusual
y numerous,
THE THRUST AT SECRETARY BOUTWELL,

Certain parties in Congress have been
very busy lately in throwing dirtat Sec.
Boutwell. . They try to show that, in placing the loan of the U. 8. bonds,he bas
acted. the part of a speculator, but proving

himself, rather inexpert at the business, and
so filling neither his own pockets nor the
measure of confidence that has been placed
in him by the Government, An inyestigation is showing “that the dirt was thrown
out of pure love of handling dirt, and that
the Secretary has not deseryed any such
soiling. In his. function for transacting

business for the Government they call him
a Syndic,—probaoly

to: bother us who are

not familiar with technical terms,—and all,

this recent talk about the‘ Syndicate” is
only the Congressional way of saying that
he

has

not

done

honestly nor

well in ex-

ercising that function. Bat it seems to.be
safe to say that the Seeretary has discharged the duties of his office faithfully
and ,ereditably,; and that the investigation
of, his course leaves it plain that he is
neither a rascal nor a mismanager-

A' MAGNIFICENT FAILURE.
Last October, two brotheis,nameéd Brotk,
came from Somewhere to Boston and opened a Commercial Agency. They went into
business on a grand scale, employed scores
of clerks, opened an office to do their own
printing, connected themselves with the
‘wires of the Franklin telegraph Company,
borrowed ' lots of money and got credit for
the rest, piled up great debts, and last week

they went from Boston to somewhere, leaving their debts unpaid and their army of
clerks penniléss in a strange city. An investigation of their affairs “shows that the
Agency has been. conducted on the most
reckless principles; that the clerks have
been’ unpaid for a long time, leaving them
in

debt

have

for

been

board,

&ec.:

that

multitudes

‘duped; and ‘that there

is just

nothing’ to pay the bills! The eitizens of
Boston are petitioned to help the clerks pay
their board-bills ‘and get home, which will
doubtless meet a''favoriblé. response. It

comes mear to being the most magnificent
failure

on

record,

with this inconvenience

to ‘the ‘two''Brocks, that they are about as
badly off ‘as their cheated creditors. Boston goes home to dinner with a long face,
muttering,

looking

“We

Din

wy

pt

\

as

Wu

fot

ep

8 ges

A RY.ait

|i

good ' recommeunda-

tions, hereafter.”

RELIGIOUS

|
i

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION.

A convgntion of those anxious to get a re-

ligious amendment to'the U. S. Constitution
was held ‘in Cincinnati last Wednesday and
Thursday.
It was also attended by several
who oppose such an amendnient, notably

by Mr. Abbot of the Toledo Inder,
result was an

inharmonious session:

and the
A pa-

per by Prof. Lewis, of Union Theo. Sem.,
N. ¥., was read, on the impossibility of

State neutrality in morals
was well received. Mr.

and religion, and
Abbot protested,

against the proposed amendment, because it
would establish

an

aristocracy

and tend .toruin the estintry.

plied to by Rev. A.D.

Mayo,

of ‘religion
He

who

was

re-

enter-

tained different opinions. Resolutions were *
presented, recognizing the necessity of ine
serting an explicit acknowledgment of God
and the Bible in fundamental law, and stating that the proposed religious amendment
is directly opposed to the union of the
Church and State. We are not yet itformed whether the resolutions were adopted or
not,

prised
fies nor repeals a law, and consequently .should be shown that Fisk ki
the act of deawing his revolver to shoot Mr,
those now in foroe will operate with unerr- Stokes—a la Val andigham. * But thé moing certainty through the endless cycles of tion
to quash was not sustained, and the tri
al began Again on Monday.
eternity.
Dn

t

mustn't trust these smart

fellows with

STOKES IN COURT.
| “Astronomy reveals the astounding intell* Act first in the approaching farce was the
lic sentiment in this regard has been won- gence that there are no fixed or stationary
dexful, The situation is most encouraging ; bodies in the unsurveyed regions of celestial sickness of Graham when Stokes was arand we sincerely believe the reform should space. Even the fixed stars, as they were, raigned for trial. Act the second was the
not and will not pause until,among all class- onoe considered, permanent landmarks in desperate effort to quash ‘the indictment
es, it shall be considerered not only unfash- the heavens, are coursing with undefined -when: brought up sian on Monday of - last
week. The remaiping acts will: probably
ionahble but disreputable to put the bottle to rapidity in the train of countless globes of Tollow
in due order,
BL) reasons urged
shining glory, ona circuit too distant to be
a neighbor's lips.
nashing was jrrogularicy in the proOf all the devices for. exerting soc | pres- followed even ‘by human imagination in the pinks gs, the Coroner's s Jury, ing polls
sure in favor of the formation of
drinking boundless realms only known to that God with ariality, and Fisk: being represented
as the center of a band of assassins, who
habits, none is more cruelly ingenious than who' controls the mighty whole.
about with heavy revolvers and in
Everything, thereiore, is'moving. When went
that of offering wine and liquors at the
whose presepce the courageous Mr. Grahands of ladies on New Year's day to mas- motion ceases there will be a wreck of ham could not feel safe for a minute. It
ouline callers. If the women of each worlds and a crash of an ‘entire universe. was even asserted that the probing and not
the
household where this is done were to con- Life is motion ; inertia, to our finfte minds, the shooting killed the victim,
sed if Itit
spire to debauch the ‘morals of their own ie death. "Nature, however, neither modi- cious Grabmin would not be
£ in

the missionary societies will be relieved of Peshito-Syriac MSY, if indeed it does not, this city of the popes, which Bhs for so!
FH ny ages excluded the Seriptures, has been
the .dhre: of many. of these churclies, and antedate the original Greek text itself.
‘for their free dissemination. Tn 'one
thug
‘to ny ‘on more2 Spies
| ©. snéd
confirm
to
serves
Dall
The course of Mr.
we ‘are told, is the British and
place,
o i, in hive
n lands. ‘my belief, that this Brahmist movement in
Poreign
Bible Society with the sign,‘“Search
in
eters I have India is not a sure step towards Christinni- |
spoken of th wid ‘oceasionally ty, as many sanguine but superficial op- thee Beriprures ; ‘and in another place, the
sent yo what soemed to be tokens for good
servers have hoped and predicted, It has sign of ‘the American Bible Society. The
word of God i« carried from house to house
in this direotion,
I hold that these native T
seemed to me that all this Brahmo Samaj
and received with gladness. The Gospel is
churches should be independent, 80 far as
party aims at, ‘is a polite and respectable
any money-connection with the Board is style of religion, lifted up and out of the preached with great power to thousands;
concerned, and that it is the duty of every groveling and absurd ideas and practices of 81,000 vols. were furnished to the people of
foreign’ missionary to aim at this desirable idol-worship, and affiliated to the philoso- that country the last year, and 10,000 were and their neighbors’ husbands, brothers and
res
'| sons, they could not invent a mare “effective
in ult
his labors here. It is no use now phy and religion of enlightened nations. published inr“Rome.
+ to say over again what everybody admits, As I read the workings of this “theistic
In Spain, the most .thoroughly Roman plan. The custom, we are glad to know,
that the native Christiams received too much wovement among the Hindus, I fail to find | Catholi¢ sounity up to. the yolr 1868, the is falling into deserved disrepute among
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-Commumcations.

sic gives to thewnt during the pauses a dreary, stained passage, and
nagieal charm ;_so.we seedn.
the actual ex Lhim-a-gorgeous partor-futt-of-attt

The Worth of Suffering.
:

Fol

0

| periences of human life that those sorrows

and bewity.

which are the hardest to bear carry with
| them wings of joy, sothat though the soul

vieldeth the

may fly in a clouded

atmosphere,

it

ness unto

flies

he stimulates,

enlarges,

adju

= | chord is brought up to that pitch to become.

dicates, ‘and makes potent and glorious the
whole hnman, mental structure.
Looking atthe actual experience of suf-

a stand. (And then the next note is taken,
and as the tuning key is put upon the

=

We

are liable; in

them

that are exercised

there-

Ab, itis nob dull, dumb, stupid sufforing.
suffering that gomes like the .-pruning<knife
on the vine, and stirs the blood of the vine
to do a better work than leat-making.
It is
suffering that operates. like

a

whip

our the

child, that reminds hirh of his sin, and spurs
him to action in the right direction.
It is
like everything that stimulates and develops

in life,to ‘‘ them that are exercised thereby.”
But in. those

that throw up their hands and

wilderness did, * In Egypt we had leeks
and onions and melons, and here we are

as

the

man

turns, it

EX 8! Department,

capableof exercising faith, they.

Why has God been so- cruel

to me?

Ch————

Iam

as good as they are over there, and I have
lost my only child, and they haye five or six
children; and God has taken none of . theirs.

And they are not bringing up their children
as I would have brought up mine.”
Oh, Toolish creature! do you suppose all
suffering is sent according to desert? Suffering.comes as summer does. A wise way
to take summer isnot tosay: “I wonder if
God sent this summer that I might raise a
hundred bushels of wheat or a hundred

Arman

He

Attended the funeral of a la-

30,

dy in affluent circumstances.

She had en-
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dog

joyed uninterruptedly good health for many
vears, and had the prospect of enjoying the
same blessing forisome years to come; but

He teaches
len
Hest who best doth love :
This quickens, ved controls;
This rice must
mus
[ive andd reife in those

in'an unexpected moment, to the surprise

He teaches best hsoeait

show

The merits of Christ'sde:
of all her friends, death came with his awpreaching a whole sermon on the subject of rises up into its place.
For a while, it
Through whose kind words ae Tove doth ¢glow,
summons.
At
this
.
terrible
hour,
|
ful
And breathes.in every brea
ZW. Pool
suffering, to produce an impression that i t | makes a hideous noise like the wailing of a starving and dying.”
Is it not better to
o Balfern.
friends, reputation and wealth were of no)
does not intermit. We are liable to make cat, ‘but it is on its way towards harmony; starve and die as freemen in the wilderavail.
A
laxge
concourse
of
people,
from
va~
it seem to be a garment which men put on and by and by no discord rentiins but a lit- ness, than tolive as slaves in Egypt and
rious directions, were presentat the funeral.
have onions ? To some, suffering comes
and wear. Whereas, in point of - fapt, ithe tle in the air; and at last none.is heard.
Infant-class
use Teaching,
Able ministers, too, came to sharé\in. the
only
to
make
developments of suffering are odécasional,
them
,
|
bushels
of
corn.”
Did
God
think
of
amy
howl
and
ery and whine
So it is in our natures.
Where suffering
conafter all; and those who suffer have long is doing its proper work, it is all tHe time and ask to know how to get rid of it. Put such thing as that? No. He willed it solemn services. The coffin, whiéh
Endow
ourself£ with
with all
uirtained
the
*
last
of
earth,”
indicated
that
no
go teachers, CoE
periods of exemption from, suffering. From bringing our discordant feelings to a point the saddle of patience on your back, and say so that- you might determine what should
expense was spared, which to the pageant thy
he good
wel management of f all all th the good
the experience of people at large, thejecon- where they harmonize themselves.
We to suffering; ** Mount and ride me:” and be the results of the summer.
The old, the ers of your acquaintance, with aH the
Now, God puts you under a discipline of added but a single gloss.
omy of God is such that “suffering bears a tend by natureto grow rank; and in favor- take the bit in your mouth and be * exercistience of all the souls that cam claim
tramed.
Be disci- suffering, and leaves you to say, not’ this: young and the votaries of fashion had as- dred with the patient man who once, d elt
very small proportion to the enjoyment of able circumstances we grow very| rank and ed.” Be broken.
sembled
to
attemd
on
fashion's
fumeral.
in the and of Uz, and ih ring 8
of
Bear your “Where did it come from?” but this:
lif. It is probable that suffering would Jush. = What we need, therefore, much plined. Go through the drill.
e
child-lov:
Saviour.
produce morbid conditions. if it were pro- more than anything else, is discipline, re- suffering till you know that you are mas- “What can I do with it?” It is not for youn Mjngling with the crowd, I heard their the great love
of someof the
to say, “Why was k sick?” but, “Having ‘talk ; but it was not of death nor the deeeas- Thea will you be
longed, constant, and uniform.
But the straint. + As without breaking and without | terof it, as at first it was master of you.
ualifications requisitein. a genuine SunThere comes atime after anger, after been overtaken by sickness, what can I do ed: The subjects which most engrossed
intervals of suffering are long," and the joy s | the harness the colt is worthless, $0 map,
their attention, were the rise and fall of & =sehod) infant-class teacher. and graces
when one begins with it?” We are not to say; “Why did 1
which alternate with it'are many. Ordina- who is a wild colt indeed, in order to be as despondency, after gloog,
Muga all these powers
stocks, the failing banks, and money's comic
ter in you, so that you are
_ wily we see that the amount which men suf- useful as he is capable of being, nveds more to submit himself to inering. As a dove, lose such a friend ?" bat, ‘‘Having lost such
mart. They had forgotten that it was death, considered their shining
embodiment, you
fer is.very small compared with their low - | breaking, more training, more ‘harnessing, supposing himself to be caught by the ea- a friend, how shall I bé more a man in conyour work
it, often discourpale death; that rede by their side in the must find
tonédrenjoyments, at morning, moon and and more hard work, It is not when a man gle, struggles to free himself, and then, sequence ?” Ask, ‘How shall I see the
satisfactory. But you -alplumed hearse. Turning away from this aging, a
bright
lining
that
is
beyond
the
dark
cloud?”
looking up and fipding that’it is pot the eanight. The quiet pleasures of social inter- is in prosperity, and unréstrained—when
.it
melancholy spectacle, 1 blushed for weak ways feel it to be a. work worth
gle but his master’s hand that holds him; In other words, study suffering through the
course ; the satisfaction which comes from | he is fattening on oats, as it were—that he
humanity, and thought that pure feeling:and
dues oi
the
Ir
the legitimate exercise of all our faculties ; | is most in harmony with himself and so and knowing that it will not be hurt, ceases lens of hope. Look forward and not baeckreal worth are seldom found in the ranks of po
glove and card recovered: and reward.
the joy consequent upon activity, andjthe with the best interests of society. ' It is'suf- to struggle; so men's spirits rise against
_ youElena it sweet to.léad the child
Suffering may, be a rod to chastise. It may fashion. .
citements of it; the remunerations of fering that teaghes men, and brings their suffering, and strive against it vehemently,
May 12. Attended the funeralof a la- midjls and hearts away. to heavenly things
be
a
scepter
to
empower.
Make
it
a
scep: Anh; the pleasure of ingathering knowl- feelings in unison one with another.
till there comes a moment when there is the
sweet to hear the Jraiing rm opt
dy in indigent circumstances. - She had suf- Veify
you that dearest of all prayers, *“Our
A vine planted in a rich soil tends to out- |- realization of divine grace and reconcilia- ter. Rule in it, and over it. Se God rules fered interruptedly from, poor health for
edge ; the happiness which results from the
ather,” while in your inmost heaxt you
minor play of our social sympathies; the grow its fruit. It grows rank, and runs and tion; and then that whichis meant by be- in you.
many years,and saw no prospeet of enjoying add the earnest plea that these dear lambs
Then comes the ing exercised thereby is perfected; and
enjoyment which comes from the ten thou- rushes over the trellis.
any better for years to come. The sum- of yours may be indeed led not into tempsand little sidelong influences which ray out vintner with his pruning-knife and cuts it suffering begins to blossom into joy, and
Infant Salv ation.
mons of death came, but not in an unex- tation.
—
Your children!
Ah! that is the thought
-from us, and reach unto us as we walk back: He will not suffer it to bear leaves sorrows begin to die away in pleasures.
pected moment; for she and her friends had
Is baptism required of infants? In the long expected it. Though oppressed with that gives you interest and zeal—your
+alone, but compels it to bear grapes.’ And
Is there anybody who enjoys as much as
among men—how these things solace lif
from God to keep and to improve.
and bear men up with strength, so that by so when, according to the tendency of our I do the little children on the street ? They gospel as given in Mark 16: 16, we read, poverty, yet death was no respecter of: The grave importance of your trust drives
raptized
shall
be
““
He
that
believeth
amd
i
nature,
we
grow
rank,
and
bear
leaves
in
God
thank
I
me.
to
anthem
perpetual
a
are
and by when there comes a gloomy day ’
persons. Only a few, mostly neighbors, back the smile which otherwise would come
not shall be attended the funeral, presenting a scene en- at all the childlike questions asked and funthey are able to bear the suffering which it abundance, but no fruit, we are put upon a every growing year of my life that there is saved; but he that believey
course of discipline, jye are cut back, and so much that is sweét and beautiful in child- damned.” When we read }this Script ture| tirely differefit from the last funeral attend- ny answers given,
inflicts !
"You must repress your love of the ludiToo often it is the case that men remem- are brought into some sort of proportion. hood! Theycome to me like so many we are impressed with the idea that f:
ed, There was no exhibition of fashion’s
at he > | vain parade—no pomp nor show. None crous when these little ones unconscieusly,
Andit is not that they are my own a pre-requisite to baptism, an
ber their sorrow, and do not register their We need to be cut back; and suffering is songs.
pervert passages of Scripture to the groor my neighbors’ children, but that they are believes the gospel is requiredto be bap- were ashamed to weep.
joy: But even under afflictions, if men did the pruning-knife that does the work.
ai} ge laughable, and restrain your
The whispered ih and
Suffering becomes,
also, a matter of paYepaaiin their funny ay
.
God's children. The street is full of them ; tized. Infants do met exercise faith, for word, the solemn look and smothered sigh
but know it, there are musical tones which
| to
might strike through the requiem’s wail. tience and strength. We see in life that no and no picture that was ever painted is so they are incapable of it; for this reason we spoke of death and the departed. A plain, oo ro Bom! ity, w Bich may forever mar
beauty of some gem from God's Word
There are lights that might illumine their chardcters are so adcirable as those that beautiful to me as the seene which they pre- can not see how the text can.in any way neat coffin held the youthful dead; but she the
should stick like a burr in other minds as it’
apply
to
them.
In
the
Comprehensive
Comhave
been
shaped
by
a
great
deal-of
suffersent. And when they have passed from
dark, Rembrandtian SOTTOWS. “Men fall inwho reposed within, slept as sweetly as be- is prone to do in yours, Cautiously and
childhood to youth, my interest in them is mentary, edited by Rev. Wm. Jenks, D. D., neath a carved and marble cenotaph. In kindly these little tongues mustbe set
Sorrow takes on a diseased ing. Dr. Spurzheim, among a thousand
0 a mania,
t
form.
It becomes morbid.
It whets and other insights and maxims of wisdom, said rot abated. It is a joyous spectacle fo see edition of 1834, we find the following as a silence and in tears each took his place, for the ‘minds that move them are inclined
It over- that no woman was fitted to become a wife their growth and development toward man- quotation from Dr. Whitby's comments on while those who could not repair to the to cling to first versions, be they iad or
stimulates itself. It ferments.
1 would only hood and womanhood.
flows.
Andis there amy the above text: “They who hence infer grave, returned home in thoughtful medita- false.
It tinges the whole mind from top until she had secn suffering.
[ have known a little black-eyed boy; a
As just after a correct it by adding that no man is fitted to one who sees them when they walk to the that the infant-seed of believers are not tion. 1 walked away, but concluded that though many times set right; to take weekto bottom with its color.
capable of baptism because they can not humsnity was not so base as I had imagin- ly comfort im sa
“The Lord is my
drenching rain every twig “on the tree is become a husband who has not seen some altar to take upon them the vows of the mar
not won't,” feeling sure
fringed with the drops, and every ‘lea f | suffering. Suffering on manly natures has riage hour, without feeling an inexpressi- ‘believe, must hence also infer that they ed; for here human nature reigned, con- Skiepherd, I
mNot when I lay can not be saved; faith being here more nected with exalted worth and moral purity. that it meant, shall not oh won't,
ble sympathy for them?
It certainly tends
weeps; and, as when some gust of wind aripening influence.
ing it
gospel teachin
im, and
g
expressly
required
in
order
to
salvation
persons
in
the
grave,
and
say
the
last
words!
strikes it the tree rains again, as if it were to
produce
patience,
inwardness.
It
himself on the safe
po
a cloud; so, when sad experience comes tends’to wean one from superficiality.
1t of love over them, is my heart touched as than to baptism,and that in the latter clause |
And even when thelr blunders involve no
rversion of Scripture, the same care must
upon us, we are apt tobe remorseless with tends to drive one in upon those fountains, much as when T pronounce a benediction on. baptism iis omitted, because it is not simply
P taken not to cause grief by showing
ourselves, and to work upon our own sus- those sources of life, that not only are those who are starting in life. . And yet, the want of baptism, but the contemptuous
yourself amused at the little blunderer’s extl
BO
eeptibilities. We do not put hope over inward but are the most profound. It tends neither children, nor youth, nor those who neglect of % which makes men guilty of
>
pense. I have known
a little fellow prompt:
damnation
;
otherwise
infants
might
be
are entering upon the full flush of manly
against despair, and cheer over against to deepen.
and proud to repeat a whole verse-of
gloom. Therefore much of the suffering | You will see that when brooks flow from joy, are to me half so beautiful as are those damned for the mistakes or profaneness of geology would contradict the Bible, such
“See the chickens round the gate,
which men have in life, much of the gloom the mountains, though as they begin to go revered persons whose faces are seamed their parents,”
fears may now be laid aside. So far from affirming in all honesty that ‘“gmndma
If we repd the Scripture aright, it can discrediting the Mosaic account of creation, tau ht him.”
and marked with care, and who have come
which they are under, results from the not down they move gently and smoothly and
only
apply to adult persons, as they, and geology confirms it in a very decisive
e teacher must at least commend his
out
sweet-eyed,
having
gone
through
suf* ‘using of themselves wisely. 1 sce in many sweetly, yet when at last they gome to the
. who come to.me a morbid taste for suffer - | chasm, the waters plunge down suddenly fering. When persons have grown up, not infants, are capable of believing, and manner. The first verse of Genesis re- earnestness, and do it with mo less gravity
of face than she assumes when she settles
ing.
Itis.» hideous form of excitement, to the bottom and finding no outlet, whirl and married, and become parents, and lost as we must conclude that God does not de- cords the creation of the heaven and the dispite about the never-failing Jonah
mand
of
any
one
as
a
requisite
to
salvation,
their
children,
or
borne
with
the
long
inPersons at last even come to a state in round and round and round, and, seizing a
the earth, probably including at least story,
n a little girl in trying to tell it
which they want to suffer—or rather, want rock which happens to be there, turn it firmities and crimes of their children, and that which it would be impossible to give ; the whole solar system. The time employ- gays: “ Once there was a man swallowed
to be thought to suffer. They want to reap over and over and. ever perpetually, and had the weight of life come crushingly up- and if it be a law of God that infants can ed is not stated, nor the manner of the a whale.” No, sir,” says an incensed litboy, at
was the whale that swallowed
in the fields of sympathy this abnormal, and wear the place deeper and deeper, so that on them,—but have yet risen in the divine Jot exercise faith, then we must conclude creation. Geology demonstrates that un- tle
Johnny.
A
that
the
text
does
not
apply
to
infants
at
all,
strength
above
their
troubles,
and
stand
|
it
never
becomes
dry.
And
itis
troubles
what seems to me, hideous praise of seem
told ages were required to do what God did
Perhaps y a ofits hear one lisping voice:
but
to
adult
persons
only,
as
they
are
qualing to suffer. Sometimes no greater offense which roll about in men’s’ souls that dig with their sufferings registered in lines upprevious to the six days work recorded by saying yah in answer to your every
can be given than to compliment persons deep places in them which even in the on their forehead, in those lips which have ified to comply with the demands of the Moses. Of these preparatory works the question, ‘¢ Jesus,” in a satisfied tone that
ou Fejoise that the idea
lost their fullness and pristine beauty,and in gospel by having attained to the power to Bible makes no mention except as found touches
you, and
on their health, and happiness, and pros- droughts of summer never are dry.
precious and’
of the
Great She erd
So it is said that sorrow worketh.
Look their gray hairs,with a noble halo surround- believe. As to the second inference of Dr. in this first verse of Genesis.
: perity. For they are martyrs, and they
x)-ifivient to
this little one for whom he
W.,
if
baptism
had
been
ingorporated
into
ing
them
in
their
old
age—what
can
be
An effort has ‘been made to
torture the die
walk under
a cape of sadness; and not to at some of those. exquisite and extraordinathan their hope and sweet the latter clanse of the text,\it would have six days of the Mosaic account
Localitis must be expected to change
4nto six inrecognize thaf, is to: deny them the chief rily rare workings in iron at old Nurem- ‘more beau
been a repetition of the
rd, and would definite periods, but philology, geology, shout, and proper names to become
To be miser- berg (one of the most charming, I think, serenity ! It makes us wonder that the anpleasure almost of their life.
mixed.
I have known Mich
Such per- not have added to the strength of the com- and reason join to annul the theory. The
of the cities of Europe ); in the cathedral. gels donot take them home.
able is their joy !
: ange
places with ‘Bethlehem, an
Hd
mand,
as
if
faith
and
obedience
(as
they
sons
constitute
to
me
the
highest
ideal
of
Do
you
suppose
the
iron
was
just
pinched
Secondly, Suffering, when it results from
simple record of Moses accords with geolo- explaining in a'simple way the difference
certainly
are)
are
requisites
to
salvation,
earthly
beauty.
And
they
furnish
an
exgy and presents no difficulty to the scholar, between the two men, have been told in
moral causes, has in it a victorious element. out into shape ? How many strokes did it
And as obedience is a result of believing, it
The theory reférred to can not be reconcil- answer to a direct question that ‘* Judes
If you look upon what is called suffering,it receive ? How many hittings did it under- ample of what suffering does ifit is only
follows that he who does not believe will
ed either with the Bible or geology. It con- was Peter.”
is nat one unmitigated ache. It is not one go on the anvil 7? How was it beaten here allowed to have its perfect work, according
not obey. Therefore he who believeth not
to
the
economy
by
which
it
is
administered
tradicts the Bible both in letter and
continued cloud that hides the sun all day and there ? How was it bent forward, and
THE TEACHER'S EXTREMITY. I have seen
will not be baptized. As to the supposition
in the system of divine grace.
spirit. It contradicts geology by claiming many a teacher almost discouraged and
and all night. Even in the minor ‘relations | backward, and forward, and backward
“founded
on
the
above
inferemce,
that
inIn view of these statements, I remark, in
that man and the animals and plants ready to faint. I remember one a Jitle
of life it intermits, and joys sparkle in it. again ? How was it distorted and contortfants might be damned because of the’ misclosing :
ial
ed?
How
was
it
worked
and
worked
till
“Iam in an extremity,”
now on the globe were created during | Wh
1t has its night, and its hours of cloud; but
First, that suffering is not to be sought, takes of their parents, we may quote Paul's several remote and
ave
been pleading for my om
by and by it was covered with little specules
indefinitel
long
|
ai
of
spaces
wider
has
it
part
most
for. the
said, seven yoars, Pah .
are Boule of
statement in answer,—** So then every one
as
if
it
were
good
in
ant
of
itself.
All
true
as
multitudinous
as
those
in
frost-pictures,
periods,
whereas
geology
demonstrates
clear sky than spaces that are dark and
converted
to
“ xtremity, did
and more delicate and more permanent ? and beneficial suffering, morally considered, of us shall give account of himself to God.” that man and living animals and plants them
you say? I asked.» Yes.» « Thank God,
overcast... And when you “rise from this
They were wrought out by incessant work- will spring up out of the exigencies of life, Also Ezekiel 18: 4; also™9: 20." But if | were created at the same geological point of thén, Tor that! Your extremity is God's
lower formto suffering - of the moral naings in the fire, and on the anvil, under the
and will adapt itself to the actual states ‘baptism is a requisite to salvation, and they time.
opportunity. Ido not think J would lose
ture, there is almost always in that (and
seven yeu of praying.
pra
Have faith,” It
hammer.
Suffering makes a man, or and conditions of our miad. There is a only that are capable of believing are capaThus
the
facts
of
Geiloky
accord
exactly
there may be always) a victorious ele- spoils him. A good many are jpofled in marked difference between a proper ' spirit ble of baptism, how then can infants, who
was only the next
th that she came to:
with the teaching of Moses that the present
| = only thebutsting
next
Heart heart, and Sache
ment.
the maki K,
of self-denial and a spirit of asceticism. are ‘not capable of leither faith or baptism, order of the world was made in;six days, =‘“ How strange !
o
how’ strange !
There is nothing more certain than that
because ‘be saved ? * Baptism is most certainly com- and the seventh day was ordained as the first time in seven years one rn
that
suppose
persons
Many
In
the
passage
which
we
have
selected
my
little
For inmoral sufferings carry great joys.
suffering is good under certain circam- manded ; it must therefore be necessary. Sabbath, This is no new theory, for the | gi rls asked
me to-day, ‘Oh, teacher, De
is suf- for our text it is said, ‘‘ No chastening for
stance, there is trinmph where there
under all circumstances ; We find in Acts 2: 88 that baptism is one Bible was fo understood by Gregory, Nazi- what must I do to be saved? " Oh, how
good
is
it
stances,
the
present
seemeth
to
be
joyous.”
Oh,no
!
: fering tha has self-denial in it, and where.
often you have seen the same thing in your
Fheceomand they deny themselves proper pleasures, of the conditions of pardon,
anzen, Justin Martyr, Bazil, Origen, Au- own experience, fellow teacher, when you
«that self-denial means the emancipation of Whenever you will find an apple that is
and avoid wholesome relations in society. mands of God must be obeyed in ‘order: gustine, Theodorgls=Hpiscopius and other have been in‘an extremity and felt that you
nobler elements from the bondage of lower ripe ad-soon as the blossoms have, fallen; I
way is that we may whbtain the benefits promised. early Christian fathers, Such scholars as could not let God
, that Jacob-like, you
will find you sufferings that are joyous right But that is not God's way. God's
ones.
and. It does mot follow that as adults only are: Prof. Morris, Dr. Alvan Bond and Dr. Kitto must hold on, an the answer came,—
happiness,
joy-and
seek
to lead men to
off.
Sufferings
have
to
get,
through
th
«That whieh is good in a man—his conto go along in life seeking all that life has capable of believi ing , they only are saved ; take the same view. I do not purpose at Ralph Wells.
TR
soience, his faith, bis benevolence, his puri-1 growth ; ang they aare always ‘sour in grow- avhich can be had in consistence with their for God only punishes actual transgressors,
this time to enter into a discussion of the
s the appetito s and pas- ing. No chastening for the present seems |
tystrugglevith.
TRY Ir, «How is it you are never late at.
good. “And when suffering comes, as we find by again referring to Ezekiel 18th subject, but if anybody doubts the account
. sions. which have: been. in’ the ascendant, eth to be joyous, but grievous. . And it is highest
Sabbath-school, Edwin”
“
chapter. Infants can not diseern between
social
or
exigences
moral
of
out
|
springing
day
a
that
Moses gites of the creation, and
sv and throws them just as grievous as it seems; but itis not so
His Sabbath*school began at a quarter
and thrusts them)
right
and
wrong
;
they
therefore
do
not
£in,
it,
in the first chapter of Genesis means before mine ‘in, the morning, and I concludThere is something circumstances, then is the time to take,
¢ of its degradation exclusive as it seems.
down, and rises up
it, and perfect the character -by it. Noone but accountable beings are responsi- twenty-four hotirs,I shall be happy to sub- ed many of the children found it hard to be
bear
and
else
befides
your
sorrow
and
afflictions
in
by the lower feelings, and triumphs ; and
acIt isnot to be avoided, either, as the ble for their aets. Infunts not i
stantiate the statements made in this item, prompt, as‘ they came straggling in all
the right is in the ascendency again, When this world. If you were to sit in the edge greatest of evils, for ourselves or for our
ning exercises. Edwin
through the be
oo
+'|
provided a ‘moderate space be
allowed nre
place, when a right of the evening and hear only the hootings
ways on time. +
he
was
suzh a yictory.
never
;
our
select
to
us
for
right
is
Tt
children.
in the Star. The object of this item 1s to . ‘How is it, Edwin?"
feeling in a,3080. gaia sscendecy |over a of the owl, you would not hear all, nor the | own path, and to lay our -plans for our chil- 1,2.
acgeology
that
to the fact,
“Oh, I always plan to come,” said rdcall attention
n
18 pain pleasantest sounds that were in the air,
wrong feeling,
therei pam,thers ppd
How then Ses the. gospel apply to, and cords with the Bible in every particular. win.
¢ shine on my ‘boots over
ut
There -is the whippoorwill in the fields. drens' life, $0 as not to bring a sufferfhy
of the lower nature, "And
d my Bible and quéstionshook
upon otirselves or thém by a violation of benefit infants? “We answer, by reason of This will not be news to scholars, bat it night.
There
is
the
nightingale
in
the
thicket.
of the
hathighdfiatuns.
ma
law: but to undertake to baild around our the atoning act of Jesus Christ. Adam, by |
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alone; and she says, “What have I done?

for to-morrow 1 die, "suffering yields'no ben-

But little by

i

for they can mot know the law;
I ramark, once mord,
that it 1s not wise,
when we are suffering, to look back téo therefore they are «saved under the gospel |
Ww ho. Teaches Best?
much for the causes of our suffering, ov to" hayithout, faith or baptism. It must follow |
question what it can have been sent for, or that their baptism’ would be unnecessary, “He tene hes best EY det
best doth learn: _ ~
wed give what we wt
wg
f
and therefore is not commanded.
why God deals so with us.
den not eh unle
Ly
210
"Lod at the murmuiing of a young froin:
Aol wd eir heart dM. ng
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‘Port Byron, N. Y.
er. Her life was flush of joy so long agate
" Jen fet best wlio best doth pray :
nr
)
‘We
_eradle was to her like the gate of heaven;
Bh
‘the ran
BR
A GA
but the cradle is desolate; and she: sits
Which on the se
to live.
:

‘me eat and drink, and find pleasure to-day,
efit. Suffering is not wholesome when it
makes men say, as the vulgar people of the

Nits 2s acer
tac by Jesus eae silence
TR
and Wheos ever, who by his blood has purchased | |lasting stars, if
giving no clear light, yet
man's redemption; by him, humanity ana
fill the soul With dréains of immeasurable
divinity were again united. Original sin glory FT
¢..
havingsbeen atoned for, it follows that none
tn renin
"———————
but actual tfansgresdors are punished, and.|®
as infants are not accountable for their acts,”

wil
“Chr

and good ;and if carries thein through exposed paths, a
good. The young officer,
if necessary, hears his general's oemmands
right across the open field, which is swept
by artillery and muske
r
or

say, * Allis lost I” suffering is only evil.
To those who turn from it, saying, ** Let

chord, and is turned, and turned, this chord
little,

Itisno

* Nevertheless, afterward it If God carries them through such a

peaceable fruit of righteous:

It is suffering that stirs a man up. It is suffering that digs wells of salvation in him. Tt'is

fering in this world, I remark, First, that «is a gréat way wrong, if that one is right,

"it is seldom continuous.

be called to go through.

tempt to Carry them thr ough sh

by. »

#Ve take the Fy which we try to afford singing, and rises higher towards the cloudTherefore, Suffering in all the
this week to insert yome pavagraphs fron 1 | less land,
“one of Mr, Beecher's sermons, found in Ply- higher forms in this life is joy as Ww ell as
- mouth Pulpit, on one of the Digher themes suffering."
are some
of Christian teaching.
Thre
Thirdly, Suffering in allmoble and grow- things said here that deserve to be ponder- ing natures finally becomes an element of
After gdis- harmony.
ed, remembered, and , applied.
And so it ought to waste itself.
cussing the subject ina general w ay, the This, the suffering should grow less and
X preacher goes on thus:
less, and the joy should grow - more ‘and
We will now look at suffecing principally more, If you have ever watched the proas being a part of the divine economy by cess by which one tunesga piano, you will
which Gdd augments the influence of high - | understand what I mean.
When the coner motives, by which he punishes; and by cert-pitch is taken from the tuning fork, a
which, also,

oad to

ghtness
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he was comforted: in his | your mind ; but it w not be because there
t console’ those are; not other sounds about you. ‘ No
6 86e the same chastening for the present seemeth to be,
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themselves the moment there is any threat,

is to make them little better than shelf=fish,

To be 80 ‘placed that ‘you can not suffer is
almost to be placed 50 that you can not be

transBression, separated himself from God
(Gen, 8: 28, 24,) and a separation) from

Tay be to some

God is spiritua) death. “John 17: 8;
8:6; 2d Thess, 1:8,

9.
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i easy, no doubt, to journey alone in

sin
educated. We are fo teach our children to into
seek the nobliest dnds by the ‘noblest ways man
in life,no mater! ‘What may, be the risks con- | for

of Adam, his posterity were brought| the Broad sunshine and on the beaten highlike condition as himself. To, restore wif of our lot; but over the midnight plain |
to communion with God,an atonenient, and beneath the still immensity of darkness’
man’s sing must be made, for the law the traveler secks some fellowship for his
nected with those. ways ; and’ then they will of, God must he, honored. Man must perish | wanderings.” And what is religion but the
be aogps ate i, what ever, exigences they may | unless he is again’ rough 0, he onexmen midnight Bemiophers of life, hose, yault is
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THE MORNING

,
Oh, tet me-place my hand in thine ;
on thy strength rely,

b

And
For we are weak indeed who trust
Our own ability.
,
Far, far above our ways are thine
‘Who know'st our every need,

Oh, help us all to feel this prayer,

Dear Father, which we pray,

And gently, gently lead us through

"Life’s ever changing way:

Lynn,

Mass,

. Heart-Keeping:
“ Keep thy heart with

out of it are the issues

of

comfort, so good h

flashing eye, compressed lip, dilated nostril
and planted foot, he draws back the weapon, and dashes it with one dire stroke into

keeping is ‘essential

to healthful and happy piety.
The Word of God represents the human

heart as’ a. dwelling.

Jagannatha takes

old wooden Jagannatha,

unconverted

The

‘With

The muscles of his arm swell.

rod.

to domestic

heart is a habitation of the Evil Ome, with it quietly. Oh, glory be to God on high!
his brgod of unholy thoughts and sinful The spell of Satan is broken. The victory is
tastes”and passions. When Jesus Christ
first enters this dwelling-place of the Evil

There, in
all his soul.
braces Christ with
that recess behind the idol, the man is con-

The first work of the Divine Spirit

order.

He em-

under his feet.

He treads idol

of

out

and

filthy

One, he finds it fearfully

Jesus is' God,and Jagannatha is a lie.

won.

ho made

my ips." iii

A

ed with the sweet odor of the ointment.
There is also a chamber of taste, from
whose

window

the lover of beauty looks out

good,

pious

uvame,

in

any

nefarious

thing, puts a different face upon it, especially if (pf gains of it ‘go in generous streams
to chafitable and church objects.
But \f there is anything that Satan hates

reach our eye at the same instant, but

with a spite

when the ray of light was transmitted.
Thus we see the moon as it was a second

greater

than his

wont, it

meetings, large or small, if’ they go to

promises, and catches bright glimpses of
the celestial city which lies at the end of

him.

the distance of the star; and that,

My willing soul will bear
Of toil and pain and care.”
must not overlook

one room

Sunday

actually is, but as

isa

and a quarter

ina con-

verted heart, though it be ever so- small or
ever so secluded. It is the sccret ‘¢ closet”
where faith holds sweet fellowship with
1t is fragrant with the presence of
Jesus.” Here stands the * mercy-seat. To
thisinneér sanctum Faith keeps
a golden
key inscribed, ** ak, and ye shall receive;

er heard, except

in the

There

is one

the

+“ Eater into this

closet,

and

by having the way of salvation

when

at

is

Faith's

weapons herself for the daily

or

sinners

There is another

Si

thing

are

He

seems well pleased with modest, Christians
who hold their tongues, or talk moralities,
is
suffered to rust on its hinges and that abstractions, and religions gossip, but he
chamber is deserted, then the heart-house is bitgsn happy Christian, who can not but
the things he has seen and heard, and
soon retaken by Satan, and evil spirits come: spedk

_in-and

dwell there,

the
name
inner
outer

primal duty of every one’ who bears the
of Christ. How to keep Jesus in the
heart, and how to glorify Jesus in the
life, is the twofold secret of spiritual

To

Sep this house with all diligence is

success and of final

Cuyler.

salvation,—Rev.

ing. I haye not heard
His forefathers worshi

be still liy-

of his death,
at that shrine,

stated, isjust this:

haughty features contract into an indignant

¢ What, does it say that Jaganna-

, tha, the god of my ancestors, worshiped in
this land from time immemorial, is no god ?
What other foolish
and
blasphemous
thing will it say ” He reads on. There
are arguments there.
They
are arrows
shot by “a

He ean not

skillful archer.

They stick

pluck them out.

fast.

He tries to es-

cape from the truth that has begun to seize
upon
his soul; but it follows him, like his

shadow, by day, it haunts

bis dreams

by

night. = He is constrained to examine. fur.ther, “He gots a Now Testament, This,
like a millstone round his

still ‘deeper

in doubts

neck,

and

sinks

distresses.

him

A

a

matha or Jesus the true objéct of wor-

ship * "The agony of doubt grows more in-

Many

and reciprocated the joys and feelings of my
heart; we were united with an undying

ove.
So with the Christian's love for Jesus ; his

heart goes out after him, who is his dearest
knows his love and affection

are

this
Christian

returned;

he knows the communion of Jesus with his
friends is §weeter than any bond of humin

courage to plunge

this whetted

iron

into

Jagannatha’s middle. I shall ascertain
wheather there bg a god inside of him or not.
What a struggle takes place in that man's.
heart ! He hghts within himself a battle

his sorrows ; when his heart is troubled and
ves joy; when the soul longs
‘anxious it

and waits

for some solid good, the name

Jesus feeds and satisfies him; when
and worn
Christian
him with
need ; to

IX., of’ France,

mit many

enormous

crimes

i)

of

weary

it gives comfort and rest.~ The
knows that Jesus lives to bless
bis pardon, to help him m tims of
give him daily supplies of grace;

to direct'and lead him in all his journey
.
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SUPERBLY

= will

His

Her

anchors

more,

and

11

nev-

their names

in print.”

be-

Yonder

in a little

country village; nobody knows anything
but he is bringing souls
about him,

the anto fame,
Unknown
to God.
gels are acquainted with him, and a few

recious ones whom he has led to Jesus,
on him well, Perhaps yonder sister has
a little class in the Sunday school; there is
nothing striking in her or in her class; nobody thinks of ‘her as a very ‘remarkable
worker; she is a flower that blooms almost
unseen, but she is none the less fragrant.
There is a Bible-woman ; she is mentioned
in the report as making so many visits a
she

week, but nobody discovers all that

doing

for the poor

is

and how

and needy,

many are saved in the Lord through her in-

Hundreds of God's dear
strumentality.
servants are serving him without the ennot

they are
them.

Father

alone=the

is with
more

Never mind where I u work ; care

about

how

gees,

if God

content.

mind

Never

you work.

If he

approves.

yet

eye,

approving

couragement of man’s

who

smiles, “be

We can not be always sure ‘when

we are most useful.

,

.

.

Itis

not the

acreage you sow; it is the multiplication
which God gives to the seed, which “will
make up the harvest. You have less to do

with being successtul than with being faith-

ful.

Your mun comfort is that in your

la-

bor you are not alone, for God, the eternal
One, who. gui‘les the mirches of the stars,

is With you.—8purgeon.
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of the general consternation that prevailed
one man remained calm.
He had done all
that man could do to prepare for the worst

er saw

My devoted and faithful friend bade me
adieu to dwellin another land. My, heart
yearned after him, and was sad when 1
thought of his absence, Day and njght his
form was before me ; when I laid me down,
and when I awoke, my thoughts ran affer
him, and I seemed to live where he lived.
I again and again felt our communion was
renewed, for I knew he tenderly loved me

friend.
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In a gale off the coast a vessel was driven,

Christians have to endure the

tude of unnoticed labor,

tense,
He can not endure it. He procweds
:
ubarrie the question after a fashion of his ‘love,
:
He procures a ramrod from a Sepoy, | So intimate {s this love to the child of
and sharpens its
point. At twilight he grace that the very mame of Jesus sounds
stdpla up toward
Jagannatha's al
sweet. In sorrow it soothes himgin fear it
; when broken in. spirits it heals
pile. He skalks along, like a culprit, under calms him

the shadow of its lofty walls, He enters
the finer fring nd stands in the dismal
recess behind
thé huge
image. ' What is
his thought P It is this: If [ An summon
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think a grea deal more of at the last,
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me at last
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Calm

teaching on the stage, in the interest of extravagance and sensuality, 3s they please, —
the more the better, But for a woman to
speak in mixed meetings of Christians,—oh,
horrible! it is too masculine, too unchristian
a
to be thought of.
The sum of the whole matter, conversely

and so did he; A Christian treatise falls
into
his hand. He beginsto read it. His
scowl.

of womén

Most of all, he hates thé voice.

ing in his service, in mixed assemblies, and

North of the place where I lived in India
_" lies-the district in: which is situated the
great temple of Jagannatha, the so-called
‘* Lord,of the world.” A few years since a

Ho may

what great things

in the worship of God, in prayer and speaking. He gives them -the largest swing in
his own domain. - They may lord it over
T. L. the world of fashion, and do as much talk-

Conversion of a Brahmin.

Brahmin lived there.

who tells with delight

the Lord has done for him.

besides

.

:

Now, one can not help think-

all,

history of the world from the time. of Abra-

lence in that closet of prayer bespeaks death
ane all the house. When that door

.«—

a

him

present day would glance in ened his reign, and his conscience had been |
ham to the
a rack of torture since the dreadful eve on
rapid succession before him. Indeed, it is which the bell of St. Germain tolled as the |.
conceivable that the transition might be
made so swiftly, that the whole wonderful signal for the massacre of Protestant |
France.
Ascording to report, a book was
panoram a would pass before him in an in- left in his way with poisoned leaves. He
stant of time.
pots
Thus we see how the universe still retains wet his fingers in turnipg the leaves, and
the pictures of the past, which spread out thus conveyed th: poison to his system.
farther and farther into space by the vibra- He died in the mo: poignant corporeal an
tion of light, and might be made visible to ‘mental sufferings. His agony was 80 exowers treme that he sweat drops of blood. Look.eyes endowed with the neeessar
and placed at the proper points of obserya- ing back from his bed of death on the
tion. By means of these actual supposi- dreadful scenes of St. Bartholomew’s Eve,
<“‘Ah! nurse,
tions we are able to conceive of the omni- he frantically exclaimed:
my
good
nurse,
what
blood,
what
murders!
science of God, regarding the past as an allsurveying view, and can comprehend in Oh! what bad counsels k followed! Lord
some measure, how time and space are iden- God pardon me, have mercy on me |” His
tical, how the beginning and the end meet frightful exit was accounted by the Hugeand
enclose everything intermediate.— nots as a direct retribution from God.
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ynd a thousand,”—
that is, not 70 and 50,000\as
it is:translated,
bite 79, two 50s, and 1,000, or 1,170 men in

at distances i the starry firmament so
graduated as to recall all the past history
of the world, and see. it. actually: going on
before his eyes. . From a star of the twelfth
magnitude he would see the earth as it apeared in the time of Abraham, and in
egn, as it existed twelve years ago: © Passing swiftly from ene to the other, the whole

from sin prac-

when

as it
prin-

cal and other powers, might place himself

Satan tak s umbrage and stirs up opposition
in the church and stops it if he can.
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The verse

an observer gifted with the necessary opti-

moved by the truth and demonstration. of
the Spirit, and such practical steps are set
before themas will help them to decide and

On the_walls are inscriptions written in moments of devout intercouse with God, when
the meditations of him were like the
Pol of the honeyeomb.
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sand

continue to see it; shining still.
It follows from these wonderful facts that

devil
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book of Samuel, we
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time I be-
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(in our version) that for the impiety of
looking into the ark, th® Lord smote in the
little town of Beth-shemesh, ‘‘of the people
fifty thousand and threescore and ten men.”

after

it

for it in

posterous.
In the first

moment
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But one
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uted in the Dest. and moat con
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buy

the same sort often repeated,

of the twelfth magnitude, which appears to
us as it looked four thousand years ago.
Any one of these orbs may have been extinguished during the interval, and yet we

tically presented as an experimental reality

thou hast shut thy doo¥, pray to thy Father
whieh is in secret; and thy Father which
seeeth in secret shall reward thee openly.”

befove;

seventy-one years

sait

hates with a perfect hatred, That is, a salvation-meeting of any kind, dt any time, at
any place.
;
.
’
seek, and ye shall find; pray without ceas-. I When Christigls are disturbed in any of
ing.”
Over the door she reads the inviting their nests, whether of theology, or of lite,
w
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to discover that his mind had been trained
in Arabic, as it seems the Hebrews were
trained in their language, to put, the smaller
sums in enumeration before the larger.
This is just the reverse of our habit. We
put thousands before hundreds, and hundreds’ before units. So if a literal rendering of one of those vast numbers be made
into English, it will appear positively pre-

was forty-eight years ago; Capella as it was

music in

however,

read

most narrowly.
To my exceeding delight
and surprise, I found that {he man meant to
be correct; and was not far out of the way
as a matter of fact. Subsequent tests of

twelve
years ago; Arcturus as it was
twenty-six years ago;”the Pole star as it

singing, and not is

thing,

offered

cipal starin the constellation of the Centaur
as it was three yearsago; Vega as it was

in any danger of heing distarbed, is quite to

his liking.

WANTED

forts made by the British government to
obtain possession of the ancient Samaritan
Bible at Shechem, #nd withal so shocked by
his absurd statement of the price they had

as a con-

the

at

it was

abont eight minutes

party in the

melo-dramatie

.

came 80 interested in his

sequence of this, we do not see the star as it

both ends of the hotise, and a fine show of
silks and jewelry and lace, he fancies amazingly.
A sleepy; formal prayersmeeting where
a few dull gentlemen monopolize the business of the hour, and woinan’s voice is nev-

All that in darkest hours it sees
We

A fashionable

house of God with

way,
“Por glimpses such as these

the

a

sional exaggerator.

an interval longer ‘or Shorter according to

on magnificent landscapes ; and at midnight 3 vistianin the business world who is a
up into the star-studded vaults of heaven. C tian. indeed, in whom there is no
There is a lofty watch-tower where holy .giitle, a Christian who mixes up his religion
Vigilanee keeps guard to espy the approach- with everything, carries it out in his countWoe unto the Christian
es of the ‘enemy.
ing-room, it his publishing house; in all
when the sentinel falls asleep on the tower ! his transactions with everybody, nails his
Over the doorwayto this tiarret the Spirit colors to his flag-staff, and neyer pulls
has written, ‘* Watch unto prayer!” ‘‘Bless- them down. Such a Christian is the detesed i8'he whom his Lord when he cometh tation of the prince of this world.
shall find watching.” From this tower faith
He has no particular disrelish to religious’

bften looks out through the spy-glass of the

as

0! in that last hour, when the world goes

a
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the Bible with my fingers, I canteadit with

must

In no apartment does Jesus abide
love,
oftener than in this; here the alabaster-box
“of gratitude is broken, and the room is fill-

it, and

““Thank God!” she said, * if I can not

fire;
verted, There he makes the covenant that and cry, ¢ Fire, fire, the building is on
1d you say
be
quick,
no
time
to
be
lost,’
forth.
goes
He
broken.
be
never
shall
be entered and purified. Into the stately
« What a voice that man has, T donot like
pride He seeks the missionaries. He is baptized. his
drawing-room where
and sumptuous
tones, he does not make graceful gestChristian
the
of
nurture
the
in
dévelopes
He
ex
and
enters
Saviour
lowly
the
held court,
ures
"This was the’ monotonous ques:
himbecomes
and
ordained,
is
He
Church.
senof
walls
pels the occupant. From the
mn.
The
honest answer must-have been,
,
the
all
in
Hindoo
no
and
missionary
a
self
suality’s chambers many wanton pictures
“ Yes; if a man should really come to my
have to be taken down. The deserted and district.can meet him in argament.—7Tnde- window at dead ¢f night, and hold the Presus
cobwebbed closet of conscience is entered pendent.
ident’s paper in his Land, and read the presithe key of truth, and 1s thrown open to
dent's identical words, * Fire, fire,’ with
no
daylight.
other
tones
and
gestures
than
those
which
What
Satan
Hates.
the
of
is another apartment
Memory
the president employed, we should either
Ld
rr —
mind which the Holy Spirit renews for a
repeat the president's critieisms upon- the
on its
higher and holier use. Ranged
Satan has no great dislike to an easy-go- man, or else infer that thé man was in sport,
shelves he finds the stores which were ing Christian
ggywhere, out he hates an
insane.” "It is easy to say that each
brought in through the five doorways of the earnest one everywhere. He is quite will- ifof not
these
faults is an abuse of the reading
but
is
senses, Much of this accumulation
ing to have Christians in Wall Street, or on
and may be avoided. This is true.
rubbish. Christ dges not destroy this facul- ‘Change, or in Flishing houses, or any- method,
1t is not so much the actual fault as-the tenty ; he simply makes it henceforth a grana- where, provided
they will fall down and
ry of truth. A sanctified memory is the soul's worship him, by saving, “Business is-busi- dency to it, which we now consider.—Pirof.
store-room. We pity the man with whom ness, and religion - is religion. I never mix Park.
garret or a confused them.”
is but an empty
this
‘
L
lumber-room, heaped up with accumulated
He delights to have them known as ChrisThe All-Seeing.
things, so hopelessly mingled that its owner tians in “corners” that they have helped to |
i
dot umd
,cannever lay hands on what he needs at make, and in stock-watering operations,
Popular astronomy has made us familiar
the moment. With a devout believer the and in publishing sénsational—which means
with the fact that the ray of light sent forth
nifemiory is a cabinet of curtdsiti®s of God's sonsual—trash, and all such like things.
from each star in the firmament, does not

room

Every

_ is to cleanse the house.

kissed

.
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she did so she felt with her mouth the let
ters, * The Gospel according
to St. Mark.”
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a sharp lookout for his papers; he kept his kiss . we may taste the sweetness of the McCabe, Jr., By forty eminent examples, it Ac hes
promise,
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When
thou
passest
through
the
how to succeed in life, and at the same time benefit
right hand fixed upon them, and seemed to
For Juctioulars, notices of the press and
feel that what he had written must be. held waters, I will be with thee; and through mankind.
extra terms, adc ress
]
the
rivers,
they
shall
not
overflow
thee.”—
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fast whatever became of the heavens.
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disk of the Sun of Righteousness, with its
calm, sweet; warm light. The tempest is

all diligence ; for

is essential

« housekeeping”

When he spoke ofthe heavens
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and said, ‘ Fare-

unique and much-admired work, begun in
, and now a welcome, and trusted visitor in

retains
its UNRIVA: ED
AND ARTISTS, and gives
| sion of

In her

well, my dear Bible! You haye been the
joy of my heart!” Then she
pressed the

A few Lous ago an excellent writer was
reading in his pulpit the words, * Let juss
tice be doné, though the heavens fall.”

story as that. Tt knocks at the door of my
heart. “Does: he. demand discipleship as
the condition of Friction in his love
and salvation? If I deny him, have I sold r
the true: God and Redeemer?”
There is a pause. Upon the horizon of
that dark and doubtful soul there arises the

To go where thou dost lead.

row she took the Biblé

Abuse of Sermon-Reading.

my heart so throb when I think of it? In‘
i fl Shastras there is no such touching

ld be
Willing our footsteps e’er shou

to read the raised letters.

*

:
ment.
Then, creeping up over the low flats of
{his man’s soul, cores the slow but sure
“That
flood-tide of a nesistless thought.
crucified One! His is a wondrous story,
Did he suffer for meP Did he weep and
bleed and die? Was it for me? Why dees

:

To
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grasp.

Oh, lead me safely back.
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He is about to give up his experi
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more sensitive ; but still she failed vith her ‘here, and to place on loan:

me under his feet or transfix me with his "| weary land ; a rock of defense; a high towthunderbolt.” The Brahmin's knees smite ér; a shield; a hiding place in every wind
tempest, and in all the storms of life.
together, His lips quiver. = His téeth chat- and
How,
then, can we eyer forget Him?
flaccid
his
in
trembles
The ramrod
ter.

watch
Thine hund doth guide, thine eye . doth
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tory, the tips of hér fingers became so cal- not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
loused that she could no more by her hands in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire.

Jesus is the Christian refuge ; a shade in a
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this temple
as its deity.
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Help me to fuel this prayer of thine,
‘Dear Father, which I prayy
, |
‘Do with me as thou wilt, and guide
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_ A blind girl had been in the habit of rending her Bibie by means of raised letters,
such as are prepared for the use of the
blind ; but after a while by working in a fac-

"| terrible sphere, ** Perhaps Jagannatha is in- a conqueror, Huong
the purchase
of
deed God.. ~My mother taught me so. My bis own precious blood. He knows that he
father was wise and learned, and he told has prepared mansions, etérnal mansions—a
My forefathers all believed so.
me so.
house not made with hands—for all whoThe whole of this great country regards love
his name,
Fn
image
this
and
sanctuary,
its
as

As Thou Wilt.
BY

“Taste

through life ; to wipe away all tears from his
éyes ; to calm every trouble and impart every needful blessing; to supply every daily
want. | He knows that] Jesus lixisto enable
him to come off a conqueror, and more than

ladiator ever fought on
such as no
oman amphitheater.
He
‘the sands of a
| stands alone. No mortal foe confronts him.
His warfare enters into a higher and more

--
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ag we

Wp that I'd oy IE sus Christ, and, see if he'd
Fh we me.

Dut aws!

they

will make

was's8’ big=mhn

jo a thousand miles away as desarves it, and

1 dan't know as I'm 100 good for it myself.
Ai EDN ESDAY, FEBRU RY 4
|
But he pitched it at us, and stuck it in our
| faces in sueh a way that 1 got mad.
GEORGE
T. DAY, Bator.
You see my dander was up. And when my
&@ All commuwmeations designed for publication | dander’s up, T wouldn't gin ap for the devil
The preacher ‘was so inspltin’ in
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on | | hisself.
He seemed to be kind
business, remittances of money, &°., should be ad- his way of doin’ it.
| of glad that we was to be damned, and he
dressed to the Publisber,
venched somethin’ like some folks swears.
t didn’t sound a bit like the Christ the little
man preached about the night.afore,
A Special Premium.’

confession of sin against God and that pun-

in addition to pay postage, &c., we will send

ishment is deserved, there is some justice in

a new and beautiful chromo entitled ** The

this way of putting the case. Such preaching as is here described is not wholly a

“Wreathed Cross.” This is oné of the most
elegant works of its kind that has been

thing of the fancy.

It is sometiméds actual-

ly heard in pulpits, in the conference room,
produced, and is worth the price of the pa- and in private talk. And itis more likely
per. . This offer holds good until Apr. 1, to repel, as it did repel Bud Means, than to
bring the soul to Christ and salvation.
1872.
R
N.B. It will be understood that no per- However clearly we may recogmze the guilt
of a sinner, we ‘are not to forget that he
centageis allowed in those cases’where the
is human, that he’ has’ rights, that he may
Chromo is sent,—that the subscription and well lopk for. a generous courtesy and appostage are to be paid in advande,—and that preciation instead of a pharisaic ‘sternness
those who ‘wish the Chromo will need-to from Christ's professed disciples, and that
signify that wish in connection with their we are really less concerned with the question,—What does he deserve at the hands of
remittance.
God ? than with the other question,—What
does he need to induce him to go and give
Speaking Tenderly.
himself to the Lord his Saviour?
It may be said that Christ was sometimes
We wrote Yast week of the need’
af) using stern and severe; that he strongly rebuked
comforting and cheering words when deal even the people of his own city; and that
ing with discouraged and delinquent disci- his condemnation of the scribes and 'phariples, We add a few things this week with sees outruns in terrible severity all mere hu-

that _faet,

is

re or disguise

or try to soften

it down,

or

\

ava.

The Bible and human

nite in setting human sin fort:

in the

fellow-men.

from

:
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and ably discussed.

The good results flow-

ing from the’ national congress at the west
last summer were alluded to, and the hope
expressed that these would be augumented
by the doings of the international congress
to meet in London next . July. These are
as grave questions as can easily be raised,

fer. ' The College is not a Freewill Blptist
institution by the terms

of

its éhinrter, and

ought not to be. * Its officers ard professors
are not all Freewill Baptists, and ought not. ~~

to be. It is not responsible to the Frocwill
Baptist denomination, and, as a college, it
ought not to be, But the’ Society and its,
ou¥ and the work proposed is as important as officers, the school and its professors
that
almost any that can be undertakén.
How are to give us our ministry, under God,

to deal with crime and criminals is just be- ought to be directly am fully responsible to

i

wr

TVIRRIN?

ginning fo receive

Jurrent Topics.

a share of the attention

the denomination.

We

therefore can not

that it deserves, and may it never lack real accept the proposition, ae it takes from the
‘and successful eliampions,
”

denomination the education of its own ministry and commits it to the hands of a close

———

——Mas8, WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE ASSOCIA- corporation, established expressly for doing
TION, This organization held & two days’ other work, and a part of whose members
session in Boston last week. There was a are not Freewill Baptists.
fair attendance

and

commendwble

interest

But we are told that the proposed

union

were adepted demanding suffrage for wom-

a firm, but never kmew one ; quite as

silent

an as a right,

as the Education Society

in the business of the meetings, which was “would
be honorable, magnsnimous,
wuinfy confined to a consideration of prac- Christian,
for the Society.” This assurance
fieal mutters. There was a slight wrangle might allay all\fears, were ft not still apamong tbe members over certain political parent that it is proposed to relieve the Soof others, each day only making it plainer wharves,~~which is curious, since they are questions, but it was no worse than can be
ciety from all the cure of the school, from
that life is 4 Sgtiviund that if we attain to mostly of iron,—and that a majority of seen mm almost any gathering of male reall responsibility fn its management, and
any virtuous condition, it must be through them could not now be sold for old iron,— fornress ;—and,eome to think, the men made
fromall voice in the appropriation of the
thorny ways and with many scars; and we which one might naturally infer, if they are the chief trouble im this case. Resolutions
funds.
We have heardof silent partners in
“ rotting at the wharves.” He also states
look away up through the tiresome distance
to where we have enthroned our country’s

that, in case of a war with Spain, that pow-

Father, with the wreath of the gods upon

er could blow us out of the water before

his brow ard that (tv us) discouraging look

breakfast,

which

prospect

bas so alarmed

and Beeause

its

essential to the progress and
society ; ‘afvroving, so far as
Washburn’s recommendation
to vote on the beer question,

exercise

is

well-being of
it goes, Gov.
of privilege
but claiming

is askedto be in

this.

' The writer of the other series of seticles

way towards him, or briig him a long way

An

infidel

was

once

quoting

at lerigth, ** if Christ really uttered them

in

of unapproachable excellence on his face,
and we are almost ready te believe with the

towards us.

In one, he orders for his camp

tables a dozen red table-cloths of his Quartermaster, and in another he complains that
only two-thirds of them have reached him.
In still another he complains of the lack of
respectability that is indicated by his tin
and pewter dinner service, and orders some

queen’s ware to be forwarded at once.

Yet

another gives explicit orders for a quantity
of cocked hats, with special directions that
they should be cocked about half way between the style of the dandy volunteers and
the rough-and-ready artillerymen. Even at
so famous a period of his life as the Braddock expedition, there

are

evidences

that

he spent considerable time in looking up a

German servant-girl to do

housework for

his mother.
Who shall say that these incidents do not
appeal more strongly to our sympathy and
affection than even the mysterious charm

that was thought to shield him from Indian

ities. which. have Tafely been unearth-

are not yet open fo own their straying and ed in that city. But for the fact that the
to pledge their future fidelity. It is better courts could not be relied on to screen the
to testify with the grateful conviction of the offendersin one way or another, Tweed
healed man,—** Whereas I" was blind, now would never have ventured to steal half a
1 see;” to cali on those about us with the soore of fortunes from the public funds, and
samaritan woman's surprised and “reverent Fisk would never have dared to play open-

ly with. the stock of the Erie railr

all

ad,

gaibler with bis. loaded dice,

the

making

financial autocrat of himself by making
ruined victims of others by the hundred.

Christ ?" to_repeat the generous plea of
Moses to his relative,~‘ Come "thou with
us, and we will do thee good, for the Lord
hath spoken, good concerning Israel.” Addressing the hearts about us in that spirit,
we shall: be likely to find something besides
deaf ears andvdefiant wills.
A sanctuary Bearer” ‘was giving an animated account of a sermon to which he had

joned for them, that McFarlarid walks gaily.

just listened; on. the. subject of future punish-

reform

ment, and complimenting the’ preacher's
masterly power in treating: his theme and
demolishing
his opponenfs. = * And did he
preach tenderly ?” was the quiet but eager

who strive for it find their

York judges have

It is because the New

such a reputation as their acts have

fash-

his bloody

out of the eourt-room waving

hand in triumph, and Stokes talks glibly
and confidently of his - speedy ~‘dcquittal.
Because

good

of this,

pray for

who

men

lose half their faith, and brave men
courage. waver.

Th tremendotis fight now raging Between

the honest men and the official thieves of
that ety will have no. proper end till ‘the
question of an elderly listener, whose many, | courts are made to represent integrity, and
years of Christian fidelity bad ripened his ‘can be trustedto frame their decisions in
religious character almost into acknowledg- ‘the interest of justice.
strong,
saintship, and whose anxiety for his The Nation, for whose ploih.
sensible
and
incisive
words
we
have
so
often
Lord's honor had become the one great pas‘had
occasion
to
be
grateful,
is
doing
good
sion his
of
heart. It was a fitting question,|]

ride into the haven of success at no distant way is the question:of control.” = And then
All aboard, Gentlemen!
You will he adds,—** It is‘'a‘'discreditable truth.” To

seem very ridiculous to yourselves in five
years
from now for having opposed such a
reports from London, which are doubtless
movement
as this. So the reformer thinks.
premature, to the effect that the Treaty of
Washington is to prove a failure. The disTHe RerorM SCHOOL OF MAINE. Topatches state that even if the Geneva Con- gether with the complimegts of the Superference approve the findings of the Com- intendent, we have receivedthe annual remission, no English Paliament will vote port of the condition of this institution. It
~—18

THE TREATY

the money to pay
the whole ma

TO FAIL?

There are

jhe clainfs, and therefore is made to
would come to naught. accordance

There is evidengly a party in England who
would object Ao any fair solution of our
difficulties, jugt as there was recently among
us aman with a few followers who raised
the cry of * Canada or war!” But with
them as with us, it is hard to believe that
any influential body of citizens will echo
the cry of failure, uniess it be to condemn,
it. Both countries have set too high an
example of peaceful arbitration, for either
to willingly incur the discredit of annulling

its effects.

England's final vote will doubt-

bullets ? At least, they draw us out towards
himasa man and a“brother” much more
strongly than do the ridiculous photographs

which represent

——Tuae EpipEMIC OF Rovarry.
The
fever that prostrated the Prince of Wales
seems to have seized the English people in
an unheard-of manner. Their disease assumes the type of *‘ Divine rights of Kings,”
and it is running through the island with
astonishing rapidity. It was to be expect~
ed, according to mental laws, that coasiderable sympathy would be awakened for

him’ in half regimentals

:

day.

less be
talk.

embracing Lincoln in the sky, and condtctJudges dnd Public Virtue.
‘ing him into glory. It is in these original
documents that we get at the stuff of which
They do not make
A bench. of judges who would not be the man was made.
bought and could not be scared, would be him less a hero in fact, but they witness to
a sight worth going a long way to see. his human nature, bringing him down to
The Judiciary of a country,a state or a city, our dusty ways and hilly roads, where we
does an immense amount of work, either can clasp his hand and be lifted to the shin|; in the way of building upor tearing down ing hights on which he stands.
These letters teach a valuable lesson.
the moral safeguards of the public.
An
We
mustn't study virtue in the abstract. It
the
of
upright judge is the constant terror

«..bolts of denunciation at all those whose lips

me

man, bd and

a

go

improve the cpudition of those al- run, rather than the College itself] ‘Fhife
y imprisonell? ‘and, How shall they be will be the natural and legitimmte result,
saved after being released? were sincerely and perhaps rightfully,
either must sif-

what was an exceptional feature his pub-

deep, or the protest of our- hearts against it
too strong, or our anxiety to.see others put
it behind them, too.intense.. Christ's cross
borrows its chief meaning from the fact that
there is so. great need of having sin put
away ; and only they really serve the gospel and are effective in the work of saving
men who are wounded by the presence of
gin, and whe Jong for its overthrow with
the whole strength of their souls. So much
is true, needful, vital.
dangerous classes and the despair of great
But in seeeking to win men to Christ and villains. A venal or corrupt judge silently
a truer life, a stern, severe, accusing style acts as a permit to the lawless and a pledge
of spaech is neither needful, becoming nor of safety to magnificent criminals.
It is
truly effective. Even God, who is perfect bad enough for legislatorsto sell their votes ;
purity, and against whom the transgres-|; is far worse for the magistrate to prostisions are chiefly committed, does not forget tute his powers. Law and public sentiment
to plead with sympathy and set forth a pity- generally provide for arraigning and disciing compassion.
We who have been in plining crime ; but if the judge lacks fidelithe same condition, who have stood out ity the greatest wrongsgo unwhipped, and
against light and love, and -who are still the discharged prisoner goes back to €ocivery far from completéness, may well put ety with
a fresh purposeto revenge himself
patience into our pleas even when we put for his accusation,and with a new faith that
fidelity into our reproofs. One who has] he shall escape dis¢ipline. One Jeffreys on
himself only lately gone to God with his con- the beneh will undo‘the redeeming work of
fession of waywardness and found welcome a score of Baxters in the pulpit.
and peace, is. hardly doing his legitimate
The New York judges have no little re-.
* - work when he flings the red-hot thunder- onl il% for the huge frauds and gigantic

is not this

am

a

As

done

out of the fullness of a divine rectitude and
authority which no mere mortal carries ; and

proof that a divine power is needed for the that tone, I have no complaint to make;”
renewal of the heart and a radical rectifica- and he went away more thoughtful and
tion of the life. That is neverto be. forgot- wiser. It will be well for us and for our
ten, as we look out upon the world around work if, even when faithfully dealing with
us,as we recall the saying work: wrought in the incarnate sin that confronts us every
and for our own hearts, and as we deal day, we carry the spirit that teaches us how
with those whom we are charged to bring to speak tenderly.
if possible to. the right way. There is little

things that ever I did;

I myself alsa

hand that is reached out to us we feel the
rush of warm blood thatis driven LW hiiman heart, Verily, a good part of tire in-

a

Es

assign

Admiral Porter that he has transferred his
says: * We hope that the Education Sooitrust from Monitors to torpedoes. - And this
ety, instead of burying its daughter alive,
historians, that ‘‘he never smiled during the statement seems to be made to give the that the privilege be unMwmited; censur- will consent to give herin marriage to the
seven years
of the revolution,” that he was Tribune an opportunity of bemoaning the ing the two leading political parties of the
son of Bater College.”
The expression of
a paragon of superlative excellence, and expense of constructing a torpedo fleet. slate for pursuing a course ineonsistent with
this
hope
suggests
two
important questhat we may as well try to be Jupiters and Our Navy may be a bit rusty, especially as their talk in, Conventions; sn ealling uptions
;
one
grammatical
and
the other legal.
done with it, as to .be George Washing- | it is largely of iron, and as it would natu- on the legislature to submit an amendment Is the writer sure that heis correct.in desrally
be
in
times
of
peace;
but
it
isn’t
quite
tons.
to the ‘state constitution abolishing political ignating the sex of the children P 'If so,
Now these are some letters that George reasonable that it isin so Wretched a con- distinctions on account of sex.. Thus the what will
be the rightsof the woman alter
Washington himsglf wrote, written too inthe dition as the reporter indicates. The re- wheel keeps rolling,and it gains momentum this marriage P
:
very midst of his great career, which,allow- nomination of Grant will never be prevent- at every turn. The ladies are pretty sure to
He also says = ‘Fhe chief difficulty in the
ing positions to be variable, liftus up a long ed by such tactics as these.

tered.

trust,—** Come, see a man that told

up;

‘terest of history ‘is in the original docu- ——OURr Navy. The N. Y. Tribune. comes
ments. . For instance, there is the *¢ Life of to us daily with its visage contracted into
Geo, Washington.” The book only helps an unseemly wrinkle by sneering af the
to lift him still higher intd that region of Administration. It has just sent one of its
heroes where the last generations have usu. reporters to consult the ** Ancient Marines™
ally placed
him. = The most of us sit at the Washington Navy Yard, with the
down here on the level plain of our every- seeming aim to get a fresh item of adverse
It finds it. That functionaxy
day lives, struggling with our own evil na- testimony.
tures and painfully conscious of the failings reports that our Monitors are rotting at the

of- God, the resistance to his these rebukes of the scribes and pharisees
"disreg;
kuown will,. the defiance of his authority, to Dr. Channing, as an evidence that Christ
the living to ourselves when we know that wasa heated, impatient, furieus and vindicwe are called to live for the welfare of oth- tive personage, and far inferigr to many
ers, the dévotion of time and energy to the mer and women among us who would be
gratification of the lower nature when the ashamed to indulge such a fiery temper and
higher demands our chief attention,—alil use such unbecoming words.
“Let me
this is something more and worse than a read those words if you please,” replied Dr.
mere mistake or a partial failure.
It is a C.; and he put into them the disappointed
"sin, which. stains and strikes throngh the grief and the almost despairing pity which
charagter. And it exhibits a moral. deprav- his heart daily bore as a burden. The infiity which is a reproach to human. nature, a del looked up astounded. “Oh,” said he

danger that our sense of sin will be too

We may in-

attain,

spiration of life comes

The Original Documents.

lic address may be very’ far from what
should be the habitual characteristic of
ex- ours. And we may perhaps mistake the
as spirit in ‘which these reproofs were ut-

dark, deep, blot on the individual soul, and a

rest pa

deed feel sometimes lx’ uncovering and
bowing. down before such a. y J one, but im.
pomes the vou ‘cey ¢ ‘Stand
mediately there

Sempations,

smooth
it over;or strip it of its meaning. It

ee

which the

gts on no hight to ‘which

the rest of us can’ nos

weakness of human nature, that you remove from the path of such unworthy instruments as you employ all remoy able

© reference ‘to the method of dealing with man censure. Perhaps so. But he knew
thosewho have never welcomed the grace what -was in men as we do not; he spoke
not worth the while to.

experfer

honest,

office; and in the mean time, khowing thé

‘ke ph

re Jus

+ There isa remark by Edward Everett
depravity of the heart, and the dislike to a Hale, to the effect that the most of the in-

ten cents

of the
gospel.
Sin ny and sinners: arg sinners. St

ur og,

Now, after making due allowance for the

To every new subscriber for the Morning
and

all governme nt In

We know all this very well, brethren, We
are as much depressed as you by the scarcity of perfdotly holy men; all we ask is that
you do not givi way to "despair, but go on
trying to find them, and get them to "take

that night that preached ‘hell. Not that I
| didn’t believe they's a hell. “They's Plenty

1872.

Star who shall remit $2.50,

are told that no civFile pvice reforp

IA

more

favorable

than this random

1871. The
the truth
against the

which party is it most discreditable ? To the

one that asks for equal authority;

orto the

one that insists upow exclusive control - If it
is wrong for the friends on one side to insist

on eqnality,is it right for these on the other

to insiston exclusion” Whatever may be the
opinion of individuals, it is hardly probable
that the Bodrds of Trustees and Overseers,
the Governor and Council in aftera carefal consideration of the whole
with a resolve approved Feb, 25, question,would claim more than they would
report contains no eyidence of
be willing to yield.
of the discreditable charges
It is said that * the Edueation' Society
institution at that date, but on

the contrary-everything seems to. be in a should give prompt and hearty approval to

thriving

condition.

the house have

Improvements

been

made

upon

outside and in’;

the proposition ; for it car mot make a better “financial movement.”
Perhaps not.
Bat, important as money is, other phases

the boys are looking healthy and vigorous,
being generally docile and addressing them. of this project ought to be considered quite
selves cheerfully to their asks. There is as carefully ns the ** financial movement.”
The school has never been without the
indeed a statement, which seems to have
the air of a complaint, that the present free offer and use of rooms for its oooupannumber of inmates is smaller than usual, cy, though it has neyer had amything equal
Byt Puarsonsfield,
because several in the school have behaved to what it now enjoys.
themselves well enough to be sent away
and those out of it have not behaved them-

Whitestown and New Hamptow woulll! gladly huve retained it; and the influence of the

selves badly enough to get im. But this school at Lewiston is probably regarded as:
worth more to the College than the rent of.
staikes us as a very cheerful item of testimony, as it also doubtless does the Govern-

or and Council. - The report indicates that
the school is not yet a money-making con-

Nichols

Hall,so that

compensation

is re-

ceived for the home it furnishes.
“J. A.
H." says: * Bates gives site, buildings, and

$50,000,
and asks of the Society no increase
to
its
present
funds.” What aseursace can:
is a strictly charitable and reformatory incern, which is also another evidence

that it

will not be asked,
stitution. It is a pleasure to record the evi- he give that an increase
with a statement, as the present
dences of faithful management on the part and coupled
proposition is, that if it is withheld, we may
the unfortunate patient, but that it should of itsofficers, and to add the hope that ‘it “ expect Bates
to abandon its effortsI If
have . produced such a run of this ancient may yearly give fresh significance to the time has proved the other offer unwise, who
adjective
that
is
prefixed
to
its
name.
malady was hardly to be looked for. The
can’ predict the consequences of compliance
seems cold then, and distant, like the frozen N. Y. Pribune brings us the report of a
with this proposition P’
Alps on whose summits we can not walk. sermon recently preached hy Charles Kings‘Stockholders in railroads have: had to
Let us look atit asit appears in the daily ley,in whichhe not only welcomes the symp+ prefer helt, shares, then double their
lives of good men. It seems genial then, toms, but affirms that they are a good sign
subscription, afd lose all at last. Parents
The Theological School.—No.2.
and near, like low meadows where we can of the
thfulness of the body politic.
have been induced to make over their propwalk in the sunshine und gather. flowers. Newspapers throughout’ the kingdom are
The facts and statements in the preceding erty toa beloved child, in order to secure
The first method puts it away off, and the showing signs that the delirium has also
article are.believed to be a sufficient justi- the promise of support
and attention
in old:
very thought of attaining it makes us tired attacked them, and they talk of the * infication of the Education Society in the pres- age, and have been finally compelled to
and discouraged.
The second brings it stincts ‘of royalty and traditional reverence”
ent use of its funds, and to have refuted the receive support from other hands.
No imwithin easy distance,and we bound to em-

Denominational News and Notes.

with the earnestness of a hundred years
ago. How much it will really strengthen
We are not sure but the story of the royal household as
t Sir Charles

brace it as though we. already felt its animation.
George Washington's prayer in’ the

grave charge of misappropriation. Let us proper motive is ascribed to those who
now tura to the consideration of the other would have she Society relinquish the con-

question,—the proposition to have a union
Dilke and his followers remains to be seen ;
would produce a much better effect on one but the indications now are that the Prince or partnership school. That a union might
just beginning to learn about|the narrow ‘could not have done a better thing for tra- be formed that would be equitable to both
way, if coupled with the other
fact, that he ditional interests than to be sick. Great the Society and Bates College is possible,
parties and banquets, with humerous pub- but the proposed one seems objectionable.
swore at Trenton.
forest

trol of its funds, as they may honestly eee
in the proposition “a better financial

movement.”
But the uncertainty of all
things future, and. the lability of possessions in the best of hands, to take
to them-

sélves wings and fly away, -admonish us
It seems to be reasonable that we should lic demonstrations, are preparing in cele- If we knew just how *“the, lega) union of
that
no Society, any more than a pexson, enthe
two
schools
is
tobe
effected,
and
just
guard: against setting too hard lessons. bration of his recovery, by.means of which
trusted
with a specific work, and furnished
what
aythority,
rights
and
privileges
itis
You may go into your study with a sweet it will’be sought to give the crown new
proposed
to
secure
to
each
partner,
our
obwith
means
in part for its performance, ‘can
apple and a man who has never learned to splendor in the eyes of defected Englishjections might he
somewhat
medified. relieve itself from responsibility by turning , ©
distinguish that taste. Place the man two men.
But, looking at the subject in the light in over that work and those means to others,
feét from you in a chair, and the apple two
which
we understand it to be presented, the however honorable they may be,of howfeet from each of you on the table, and after
——THE CHANNEL PAsSAGE.
The inter plan is'not in the highest degree judicious ever sacred their promise.
Because the
a month
of clps¢ explanation on your part,
ested portion of the English town of Dover for either the Society or the College.
Society
should
take
a
liberal
view
of the dethe man would know just as little what
met
in
council
last
week
to
still
farther
dissigns.of
the
donors,
it
is
not
at
liberty
to
¥
The
work
of
supplying
the
denomination
at
was meant-by a sweet apple as he did
cuss the Channel-passage project. ~The with an educated and efficient ministry,so put-out of its handsand beyond its control
the beginning. Try. it, and see. But give main spring of the movement was Mr,
far as human fnstrumentalities with the di- either the work it was set to de ‘or the
him the apple to taste, and he knows your
Abernethy, who submitted a plan and an vine blessing can de it, is emphatically a means of doing it.
4
meaning
at once. It is just about asimargument looking to an easy passage of that
His seems to be the

ministry is still more so.
If the denomina- parts of the denomination were represented.
tion, as such, is not to direct the education It was brought, t00, by the very friends
of the young men in their special prepara- now interested in its adoption, and it was

and eyes fixed on the floor,

in devout med-

itation, only to reach

conclusion that

the

God is a white elephant and that man grew
‘spontaneously from the soil.
We have all done our "part towards deifying General Washington, and for a long
time have felt our necks ache while looking
up to the high place where we had enshrined him. It is a relief to find that he used to
have a tasté for red table-cloths, that he
was particular about thé ‘cock of his’ hat,

a pang of sea-sickness,
cal contrivances

What the mechani-

are, whether they may

consist in laying aside

the

stomach during

the voyage, or in certain double pivot arrangements by which every unpleasant molized, does
tion of the boats would be neu
But he enlisted considerable
not appear.
favorin support of his’ project, to the ex-

tent that, numerous hitherto-longing eyes

missionary
is denom-

substantially the

the sweets of a virtuons life.
It would be
like the efforts of the Hindu sages, who sit
‘on their mats bythe day, with legs crossed

certain mechanical contrivances, travelers
are to be taken from shore to shore without

= Our

Foreign,

or

denominational

ferry-boat scheme, by means of which, and

= work.

This very question,

possible, by mere abstract reasoning and very uneasy Channel,
contemplation, to get a practical idea of

same, was before the Society at Hillsdale,
inational ; but the training of our future Mich., only four months ago, when all “
work, both Home

and’

‘tion for ministéring
ter upon a process

distant day,

looks toa yielding of all our other denom-

inational work. The Education Society was

Resolutigns were introduced into the Gen-

eral Conference,

‘looking toa division of

the Society's funds, and the argunyent of

western men was this:
No matter how
the proposition to appropriate’ thie Huse of
officers of the funds to Bates College may be décided

established and {unds were given for the ac-

complishment of this important. work, and
the denomination

uable aid in crossing the troubled sea called
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looks. to
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at our altars, we en- |there unanimously decided in the negative.
that, at no

the Society, who have
accepted this trust, here ; on the return of the New ' England
now contemplate with a merry twinkle the for a faithful performance of their work. delegates, the question will be re-opened,
near prospect of a journey which their The Society may gratefully allow a friend and local influences will prevail, and the
owners have never yet dared to attempt, to assist, and pay for doing the work, es- Society will exist onlyin name and painful
and that he revolted against taking his dinBut while ambitious engiheers are subnritt- ‘pecially wider its own approval, and by the recollections.” It does seem as if a due reThese may be
ner from pewter plates.
It
subject.
this
ing
their plans and their arguments,it is the very men it would have employed.
But gard to honor would forbid the re opening
and one: that may well be employed as a ‘service in dealing with
trivial in themselves, but somehow we distest of the speech in. which men deal’ with ‘closes a recent article, full of vigor and di- cover in them a link that bound him to his opinion of the' majority of those who have how can it, in justiceto itself, its benefac- of this question so soon, and the dedision
the unsaved souls about them, The harsh- ‘reciness, with a paragraph which we we felJow-men. Just mow, that authentic
or- braved the passage, that greater efforts to factors and an expectant denomination, then and there pronounced ought: to be reglad
to
reproduce,
It
says:
pess of the avenger and the complacency of
der concerning the make of his hats brings realize the most possible comfort from pres- turn over this work generally, and such ‘pected; at least for six months.
The conclusions above stated are drawn
when | A cheap judge is about as dangerous an us into closer sympathy with and appre. ent means of transit would be the surer meansas it may have for doing it, to that
4b pharisee
iki
f
way to success.
friend, reservingto iiself little or no author- from premisds in the interest of the Educawid are urged 03 clio * with ‘article as a cheap zunj you can rely on a ciation of him, than anything else we
cheap’ gun's going off, but you can never
ity to direct, change or “ssheck the, progress tion Society alone; but similar Jouefifone
Gobo dod dindda? oii
| tell at which end; and you may rely ‘on a of. The father of his country, the comLR
~—PRISON
ReronrM.
A
meeling
in
favor
the
army,
of that work, even when it mighs desire to ‘are reached when ‘we ‘contemplate he inAmerican
Mr. ‘Eggleston,in his Hoosier A Bodmer cheap judge's deciding cases, Y on whether mander-in-chief of the
the.
rogues
or
honest
men
will
profit
by
"his
of
prison
discipline
and
reform
was
held
in
best
the
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do so? The genuine friendship of Bates torests of Bates College.’ The College is
but
States,
United
audacious
the
of
strong,
his
of
president
one,
first
makes
ster,
:
so
‘attended by College is not called- in question,’ bt we expected, arid ought, to have thepa
“really earnest characters, whois aroused to decisions, nobody knows. We shall yet see, American by cofimon consent that any of Boston last week, which w
a general consensus, or 4 Near ‘approach, to
the
several
prominent
and
fnfie
niial
persons,
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all
know
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of
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denowjnation
;
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mist
have
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a
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| ret don Warf. it vil it, about the foundations. of society and us ever
Governor Washburn presided, and speech. and still lives-and.acts for another end, pri- ‘more ; and,
beyond a certain pointy, the
ed himself thus:
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consecrated hearts,
the Sabbath

for nearly a véar and a half past, been ‘blessed

H.

most of the ministers of the Yearly Meeting are
doing, so far a§ their circumstances pe;

» What

they can for the upbullding of .the emusey yet
If the College kids Assumed responsibilihas a link of the chain there seems to be a destitution of gospel Jatborers, |.
ties which it can not meet, or disappoint- Thus this church the
founder of the ¥'. Bap- and some smal churches, unable to stippsrt pas~
ds to
ments have been experienced, is there no which exten

preach, as well as most of the early fathers.

it succeeds, it is in danger of losing in syrh’
pathy more than it will gain in money.
It would
And if it fails, it will lose both.

The prospect looks enbuilding up of & good
ground.
M. H, TARBOX.
;

tors, are famishing for the bread of life.

OnsuRvER.

Donations,

Hiv. 0. B

Avpricw

;

y

and wife would ac

n season

on

was Jesply interesting, awaking

sad

meefii was held with the Waterbury Riv-

tion at Central City, Fa:

heisudy

N. H., express public thanks
for a

recent

in lato

esented, many of the

dy

were

delegates

rather

get-

but deep feeling

the quiet

were

added

to

the

church.

Since

that

fe Shureh,

Amount ruised for Home Missions,

doha~

REV. J. B. MERRILL and wife have received a
donation valued at $60.00 from friends in Candia

that now often finds expression since the re- time the church had become cold, and the
opening of this question, are ominous of no

most faithful at times seemed tq lack

if agents can not bring the prospect of relief, and if no other hope appears than that
of getting the Soclety’s funds, the College
can do better than endorse and press that

now renewed their covenant with God, sev-

unite with us and sustain and manageit by
a joint committee.” The College will not
jnsist upon exclusive management or nothN o
“ing, if the Society is to pay a share of the
jlls; of course not.” The Society would
faith, and act according to its best judgment, It would probably prefer, however,
to continue on the basis of the present
agreeinent.
.
Ove additional remark in explanation
thay be needful. If any expression im this
article, or in the preceding one, is under
stood by any one as a reflection wpon the
College, we hereby disavow all such in-
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understanding’ that

revival of re-

professed Christians, the return of 'wanderMuch

valuable assistance has been rendered in
Nelson,

who

lately joined the F. Baptists from the Christian ‘denomination.
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Next session with the Bruce church,
ing Feb. 28, at 2 o'clock, P. M,

W. H. SurpHIxX, Clerk.

SEBEC
Q.'M.—Held its Jan. term with the
Atkinson
church Jan. 19—21. All the churches
were represented,
aud all except two have held
| three days’ ‘meetings during the last quarter
with cheering results. Many were tlie witnesses at fle:

have recently
Icy iehpory

fra

that

spoke

for

, also

Exeter

Lord,

who

was

rep-

Q. M.

and (raves and

Sermons by Brethren Tarbox, Andrews,

there

ut first there will

will

not

be,

be

table of the Lord .in rememb
which a large numbe¥

It is

by the remembrance of -the fact that
bear

the scars

enjoy the

appreciate

peace.

offered

rose up and thus

express-

one in Christ Jesus, and we felt that we

these who

Exeren 3. M.—Held its last session at Park-

best the vietory and

‘‘ rum traffic” is

man.

dE

be attended found that the Q. M.

was in a warm fratexnal home;
Wé
were favored with a harmonious business session and
excellent
social
meetings.
Sermons
were

price.

society is the earnest prayer of the

- Wilbor's Cod Liver @®il and Lime.—The
friends of persons who have been restored from ¢onfirmed consumption by the use of this original preparation, aad the grateful parties themselves, have, by
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Warren County, Rev. R. J. Poston Tas resided

West

Virginia; but be
Cam:
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County,

to Savin.

most heartless«and deliberate criminal, therefore,
as a body of Christians uss :mbléd in conference,
we do solemnly resolve,

1.

That. we

ronew ally

pledze ourselves

Seminary,
but preaches every

Sabbath for the

Canuan and some other churches,
The First Rutfimd chureh, under the pastoral

herr use.
:
8. "hat always and everwhere,by all legitimate

means, we will oppose the illegal traffic in ‘intoxicating drinks.’ = 7
}
,
| 4. That by our words and bearinz, we will -endeavor to show to the world, and thé rumseller

ship, ensotirazément, ard prayers, to bil who
are ongaghd
in she holy eause of Temperance.
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fair

Couyt street, Boston, is. the proprietor.
druggists.

Sold
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1wé
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6. That we advise the ehurches iv our Q,
on the duty of disciplining members who my use
as a beverage, or traffie in, intoxizating drinks. 5
7. That the foregoing Rroamble and regoiutions

“YEGETIE
can be said to bea sure remedy for the

Star, the Baptist Union,and, the Prohibition
Herald.
A. SARGENT, Clerk,

gestion, Costiveness, Rheumatism, Neur. lgia, Bil
fousness, &o., Try the VEGETINE. You will never
regret it.
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HEADACHE .~There are various eauses for headache, as derangement of the circulating system, of
M + | the digestive organs, of the nervous system, &o.—

care of Rev, 8. Hi Barrett, has, . during the past so3sion with the, Troy caup:n, Dae, 8-10. The,
year, purchased. a fine bell, and made some attendance was quite good, notwithstanding the
unfavorable aypuedtof the ‘weather on Friday.
other. permanent, repairs to their house of wor- The churches were petal
representod, sbme
\
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. Professor J. B. Lash, a late graduate of the’

Ohio Universify, and now principal of Cheshire
Acidemy, preaches oc¢asionally, as, epportunity
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himself, ' that ‘we ‘lovk upon his busimess. as
nefarious and eriminal,
.
b. That we will give the support of our f:1low-

.
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subscribers, with a year’s subscription
in advance, $7.50, we will send, post
paid, the “Criricar, GREEK AND ExGLISH CONCORDANCE OF THE NEw

TesTaMENT,”a work of the highest
value to all careful students, = The reg-

Doty—Bessie M Day—D W

Fer-

B Hutchinson—
D A Haskell

ular price of the

work, here and
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where. is $2.50.”
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In Great Falls, N. H., Oct. 24, by James Y. Young.
Ro
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d your direction
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WATERVILLE
Q. M. will hold its’ next session with
the church at
West Waterville, commencing Tuesday, Feb, 27, at 1 o’clock, P.M.
0
D8. BOWDEN, Clerk.
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rior quality, and its ‘mechanical excellence is
80
A.H, ey
equal to that of any other paper of “its class.
Foreign
Mission.
og
All communications intended for publicaMrs W H Brown, W Stephentown, N Y,per IB Coletion shouldbe addressed to “THE MYRTLE,"
man,
2
Dover, N: H.
A
Gliford Village. H,
per 8 C Kimball to complete L
M of
Rowe,

Mrs B
|

Wadleigh

Flora Farr, Brunswick, Me,

and Miss Emily ¥*
,
15,00

4

Miss So, Lawrence,

Mass, per Mrs B Hatch,

Mrs UL Vall, Ouleout NY,
Mrs si Moulton, Melvin Village, N°
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}
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i

E

Lowell, Mass, per L D Howe,
8 Bloom, O,
per Jno Ashley.
‘
Onkipud Q-) , Mich, per B fi) Herrick,

2

Dover, N. H.

TR

ver, N. H.
Terms. —Single ‘copy, 50 cents a year,
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
‘cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.

PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents
a year; and'no more on 10. copies or any
number between one and 10, when sent to
ne address, than on a single ome. . The

35,

1,50
1

00

postage is payable at the office of delivery.

The voliime begins with the first number in

47,5

G. 0, LIBBY.
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5,14
2.75

should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Do-

11,66
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:
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3
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Orders are solicited.

No percentage is allowed on money sent *
us for the Myrile.
Sample copies will be sent ‘free on application. |
:

ns

£11F and'free
from Pimp '8 ‘nl 1 ‘ches, veily your Floor Oll-0l0. 3, ll on: ‘cut : ook in* retail disp irts
ment, for saly t loss tam usi 1 pi eato cose the,
blood by the ugelof Dr. le’ ¢ “Gol nh Medien I! ig- ‘bame,
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or wis Pucp

AM.

Train dave Dover for Wolfioro’ & Center Harbor,
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.
in HUL chutah, Garmouth 0Co. onRebeidafoit
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oo:

ragrange.

TAO, ....

"rains leave Dover for Alton Bay,

Jinn CARPETS CHEAP.—000 rolls Tapestry, Brus.
sels, cut stock in our retail department, closing out
Is the effact of 8 )ZODONI' upon the whole economy
uantit@8 to suit
for single
r. entire
of the Mouth, keeping the gums rosy and healthy, nis
dwellings, by our new wirohoase, 15 £0 83 Friend
the teeth in'perfect yrler, g ving to the breatha istreet,
secon bu, lding from Hanoven street, Boston.
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AM:
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Marvelous beyond Precedent

balmy

....

» vile phlegm aud annoy all around with

A riend Fa
Lebsuon, Me,
Spafford
5
r+
Tyler,
Burns, 111, per J 8 mdb
Manchester, Pine st ~N H,
;
NH per D LL faery,
recommending it and acknowledging its wonderful 8Freemont,
9, Harper's Retry. W Va, per N' C Brackett,
vilicacy, given the article a vast popularity in New
8 8, Charlestown,
W Va,
be
Harper's Fer
M, W Va,
"
!
England. The Cod Laver Oil is in this combination
* Moultonboroe
uftonboro, N H, per O Richardson,
robbed of its napleasant taste,and is rendered doubly | #0 Chesteruille,
Me,
effective in being coupled with the. lime, which is it- West Cape Elizabeth, Me, per C Bean,
‘Mrs 8 Bhaw, 8 Gorham, Me,
self arestorative principle, supplying nature with
Vv J Stevens, Biddeford, Me,
just the agent and agsistance required to heal and
enesee Q 9, Mich. per £ Kinsman,
reform the diseased lungs. A. 15, WILBOR, No. 166, Waterville & Sydney. Me, per J Blaisdell

abstain from the use of all
mioxicating liquors,
ale, cider, wihe, and beer, is a beverage,
2. That we will constantly ; endeavor by, precept as well us example, to dissuade others from

| nah, Athens County,
whete he’ is principal of a bi forwarded fur publention ty the

a

not

hearted workers to stay up his bands. That "only thé promoter of intemperance, but thé very
God's blessing muy ‘rest upon the church and. basis on whieh it rests, and the. rum-seller the
retiring

A special ‘session of the

.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT June 5, 1871,

MIN{STERS AND BRETHREN of the Minne-

Free Baptists of Nova Sco
n
urgh,
outh
at 2 o’clock, P. M., to attend

are go-

ing where there is one fold and one Shepard.
.
B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.

hearts,

Meetings.

the

To TH

of his death

us on acr. Sabbath
Lord, after

AM.

DOVER

sota Southern
Q. M. :—Please forward the money that
was subseri
for the purpose of bul
ak
Baptist church in Janesville, as the foundal
is
now laid, the brick on the
nd and the lumber being delivered for the bu
,80 that the house
may be. finished as early hs poss le in the spring.
It is necessary that the
ren should
prompt
to
meet their en,
ent. Please forwardto
a
4) Kerry, Janésville, Minn.

ed their love for Jesus, there being no more time.
for exho
n, Such was the power of the Spirit
that Christians of the different names said,
we are Charles!
Priel

DALLAS TIBBETTS.

Quarterly

a

even
at the
to the

©ovv 240. 00. BAS

i000 10,10 10.35

Notices and Appointments.

»

strug-

AM,

Evenings, Monday, Jan, 20th, Friday, Fab, 24d,
Monday, Feb. 5th,
Wednesday, Feb, 7th, beginning
at8 o'clock.
Prof. TRIPP'S Grand Deserip ve Series, * France and Europe since 1848.
Sw

found the Saviour. Corresponding
m Springfield Q. M. with words of

resented by brethren Hathaway
others.

the

-

Trains leave Dover for Great Falls,

BELKNAP CHURCH,
DOVER, X. H.

church.
Lasena & Wm O Cummins, Middlesex, Vt,
the gos-"| Mrs
Mrs M Hubbard, Honey Greek, Wis, pledged-at Gen
Conf,
:
Mrs L Re
ds, Hillsdale, Mich,
bid
commenc-

year.

f

BM. P.M. PM,

Trains leave. Dover for Portland.
AN. AM PM PM, PM. PM. PM. PM.

core 10.10,10.35

Sunday

at “Dover prices,

Sam” Wales, Broadhead, Wis,

with the
Allison & North
Branch
Bro, Albert Deo was licensed to preach

pel

great salaries
j but this only adds Yo its impors

a collee

closed

this

|.

OXFORD, MICH., Q. M.—Held its last session

great

standard-bearers

tance, and should give energy to waiting

responded to by

| prosents. He intends, after this winter;¥o
i Hvote bis whole time to the ministry, 1 vi

,

banners

were presented and

moved from Berlin, Jackson

PRARRRRCd
in
bgdom. Besides,some
fo minent citizens, 1 Juding vouths,
ou

new

leave it to others not so heartily hsiled,

During the.past year, Rev. T. E. Pedombag re-

‘been

be personally fnbare

RoBERTS, Clerk.

or

arise

cause, nor tobe generous to those who labor
among them. We have recently been remems
bered by a liberal donation of $107.00, and the

tion to his labors in that Q. M., preaches for one
or two thurches in the Meigs Q, M.
i

- Rev. H. F.D iokey, pastor, assistedby Rev.
M. | Atwood, ‘several chronie |’ backsliders
ive
petal elo

J. L.

is,

Rev. J, W. Martin, of Athens Q. M., in adits

meeting holden by |

gi1h C

Next session with
the Amesbury ghurch,
Wednesday and Thursday, April 10, 11.

And the question to be settled soon

phign church in Gallia Coutity, Obfo,

Wl

has boonAs
Vx. at There
od asmnow,
work of grace
(oF
Washington.
result of this protfacted

ng the word with power, and all giving interest-

there.

ASE AM

without any repairs, although it has often been loaned to friends and played with by many children.

n from

and W. H. Yeoman were
bodies, the last two preach-

P.M.

10.00 £ MuiiiiieniBd0. PoMeessos os b.45
FOR THE LADIES.
ANNA G. P. INskERP, of Urbana, Ohio, says she © & Or ott thelr arrival from the Kast.
t On Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
and her two sisters have eaingd their entire livelihood for 7 years with ajWheeler & Wilson Machine

Open-

del

we

is about to assutne the pastoral care of the

hopefully converted; and the work is going
. on. A thrée diys' theeting is being held
w.

ther a large

whether

near’ Point” Pleasant,

béen

success,
Pe)

16—18.

Captain.

made by baptism

Quarterly ‘Meetings, with good rbsults, Since,
his pastorate closed with the Maineviile church,

At the 14st Seb-

With the St. Alban’s church and Q. Meet
ing, with good

Feb.

ing reports. Bro. Chase received a contribution
from
Q. M. of 108.57, for the Chicago church.

The field is not burdened with numerous denom-

They have not forgotten the mission

ty, i# engaged in: holding ‘protracted ‘maetings
with severdl churchesof the Athéng and.{Meigs

dry

forty ‘have

drew

men, A.
H, Chase
resent from other

them.
nes
3
Throughout all that section our views are
most gladly received ; infact they are established

including

e, Lake
Village,
4
Joseph
Davis, Poloma, Ill.
Mrs H 8 Sleeper, Belmont, N H.
Chas E Baker. Box 14,
Littleton,

the churches, w
gave unu<ual interest to - all
the Jooiings
Revs. D. C. Wheeler, L. L. Har

McKenney, we began to illustrate and enforce

Books,

AM, AM.

5.50% 8.00 11.20% .... ..,. 5.0) 5.45%

including Sunday School Books, tan be obtained
at the same prices as ‘at the office of publication,
from our Depository in Cleveland, Ohio, by call-

BosTON Q. M.~Held its last session in Lynn,
Jan. 13, 14. The interest felt in our new church

successfully.
At the time of my visit there, this
interest had been quite thoroughly enlisted in
the truths of Christianity, and, assisting Bro.

AM,

of Rev. L. C. Preston, Hillsdale, Mich.
:
A good assortment of Freewill Baptist Books,

of much interest and profit. Plans were
for 8 more vigorous prosecution of evan-

Next session at Palmyra,

of its

living

Baptist

meeting
devised

an enterprise

already in the minds of those now

|

that the

sustained, and some additions

Rev. L Z, Haning,of Rio Grande, Gallia Coun

with this church, the meeting wag protracted by Rev. J, 8, Dinsmore, and resulted in
an extensive vevival. ; Twenty-six have

to prosecute

say

and suffering,
and the place was
countof the presence of the
morning eighty-five Poke for the

teins from Southern Ohio,

sion of the Hancock and Quindy Q. M., held

is necessary

to

which must

j FAR

“The morning light is hreaking.”

church ; about

people

interest

regret

Graves, Hathaway and Kenney. Saturday
ing seventy-seven spoke for
Jesus, and
close about one hundred and
came

tor.

hung

around us have begunto scatter, and

joined the

farming community, and only the

and law, and whereas

St. F. Bap,

tist charch in this place is ina more hopeful condition than it has been for some time

7 HONEY CHEEK Ctr.) Tr

of

Freewill

School Books, may be obtained

ing sermon Friday evening, by Rev. A. Curtis,
Salem.
L. C. CHasE, Clerk,

be-

S——

Trainsleave
Dover for Lawrence and Boston, *

No. 11, Wall Stréet, N. Y.

Rev
“
**
*

in Lynn

dropped

SVE

reports relatingto the religious interest yvere by
no means flattering. This seems to be very low

Preached by: Revs, J. Cook, H: Graves, W.
ulse. D.
ydand the writer,
pleasant pastorate of two years with our church
Next sessiov Jet Allans village.
in this village. During that time we have been
SaNpwicH
Q.' M.—Held its last session at
N. F. WEYMOUTH, Clerk, _
blessed with spirftudl and tempordl prosperity.
Sandwich Center, Jan. 16—I18,. This session was .
Sns—
Seventeen have untled with the church by bap- ‘one of unusuul interest. Among the items of
Minutes of Conference.
tism, quite 'a number by letter, und there are business was ‘the renewal of Bro. W. H. Hanlicense now of Lewiston. The following
The Minutes of the last General Conference, togethothers who'have found Jests and willgo forward son's
preamble und resolutions were adopted :
in baptism whenever circumstances, are favoraWhereas, Intemperance 1s anong the ‘most er:with the Reports of all our Benevolent, Societies,
Blé.s- The society is entirely free frons debt, and SORTUDS and potent eviis with which the world is can be had at ten (10) cents per copy, postage paid,
cursed, and whereas the only means of eradicat- upon application by letter, at the office of the Mornthe future of our interest here promising.
3
gor
am
PE
}
Whoever inthe provideuce' of God comes to ing any evil from the hearts-of men, and from ing Star.
society, is Christian enlightenment, progress,
For
Minutes,
of
General
Conference
alone,
same
assume the pastorate, will find loving, éarnest-

at this place, resulting in the quickentng of

Charles

then

BOSTON AND MAINE RAYL ROAD.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
June 5, 1871,

Send for a descriptive price list.

Dealers and Brokers in Muaicipal Bonds,

© 18wiS

gelical labor in this ney state. Bro. P. Hall was
elected corresponding secretary of the society.

had

per

W.N. COLER & CO.,

NEB, Q. M.—Held its last session
the Salem charch,Nov. 17—19. ' The attend-

inatione, but all along the new R. R., which has
been in active operation only about nine months,
are rising villages and farming communities over

SOUTH

ligio
has n
been in progress for dome’ time
of sinners,

as

the work but little, for he continued the same
numberof serm ns, three each Sunday, two at
the church and one at a school-house distant four
miles. At this point on the Wis, river, is a fer
tile and beautiful prairie some ten miles square.
The school-house is surrounded by a vigorous

graciously remember this people.
:
seeds," 'M. C. HENDERSON.

WEST CAMPTON, NH.” A

idle

cause of increasing demands nearer home.
But
while this narrowed the territory it diminished

tion amounting to $26.00. We have confidence
in Him whe regards the faithful, that he will

bo Revivals, &c.

{

with good success, but were

Sabbath following, fle claims of our ¥. Mission

and report.

engaged in what they

twelve

Persons having bonds for sale are requested to
;
J
communicate with us.

was
and the meetings were interestnotwithstanding the heavy and profrated
that set in near the opening of the services.
churches were well represented by letter

BELMONT, N. H. The 1st Belmont chiitch has
been without a settled pastor nearly four years,
yet she continues in well doing. During this
time their desk has been supplied,social Meetings
and letter,

were

have

to

market values.

among our few scattered brethren, The Nebraska State Home Missionary Society
met in
council on Sabbath afternoon, which
was a

wéeks, the other at Merrimae, every other Sabbath. These were kept up through the first year

THE LADIES of the F. B, society at Farnpymsville, Mass., have given the proceeds of a recent
fair to purchase an organ for the ehurch.

Com.

;

blessed

Those who

, and

Q. M., were present
cheer. «
the 2d Oneida church, com-

and delegates; but we

two other appointments ; ohe at Lodi, once in two

REV, D, WATERMAN has accepted a call to the
1st, F, B, church in Phillips, Me., to commence
the 1st Sabbath in March,
>

places, and Revs. 8. Curtis and L. B. Task-

1

signally

aace
fog,
rain
The

labor-

‘made.
x
In addition to this work in the village, he

J.8.B.

chosen a committeeto visit
the two former |

past.

is indeed

Bro.Dexter,of the Theo.

been

with

a

rate of ten

Other securities taken in exchange at tlieiv highest

A
SapkM,

the F, B. church consisted of

lonigas there is a chance and demand for im_
provement. Such was the spirit of this ‘organi.
zation and its leader. The work of repairing the
house was immediately begun, and its completion is now achieved. It accommodates all mow
in attendance,
and its free pew:system continually
invites more, Additions are continually being

to the company of true Christian workers.
All
things promise well for our church at this point.

were before thé Boayd asking for help ; and

. TAUNTON, MASS.

predecessor have

of

in

iness sessions

seyvice

church clerks will
be very purticular in making.
out their statistical reports for the Register. .
A. J. Davis, Clerk.

he commenced at

deem an important enterprise can not be

God, and encouraging additions have been made

and Taunton, Mass., and St. Johnsbury,
Vt.,

Rev.

prs.

church

with good results. Not for many years have we
seen this church so well united and earnest in
the great work committed to her hands. The
vigorous and patient lubors of Bro. Dexter and
his

him his work

Our

preaching

W. Straight, of Hillsd ale

with

This brought brighter days and additional

followed by some extra “meetings and attended

it is to be returned as soon as order,busimess
and prosperity shall again make it safe to do
so. The churches, both east and west,
shoild make extra contributions to meet
this assumed extra obligation.
The pastors of our interests in Fall River

by

him,

Sac,

with

When

It was

sisters.

harmonious,

and gave us much
Next session with

But he began his work, and at the approach of
the first spring, there were added about forty-five
a8 the result of the revival during the winter.

Smith, has

school, has been supplying this church for some
months past. The Week of Prayer was observed,

recover from their great losses by the fire.
As a guaranty against final loss in this
- appropriation
, the society proposes to trans-

effort

by

were

dilapidated condition, and a strong Universalist
power was fast spreading over the influential
spart of the village,
~
:
:

gratifying;

The pastor, Rev. A. A.

years.

Sac.

only three or four members, the house was

will be inaugurated in this beautiful and rapidly
growing ety.
J.8.B.

of the annual interest on the mortgage debt
.of the Chicago church was assumed for a
few years, till the friends there can partially

this

highly

Casco

for the

tant when a second church of our denomination

tain as to its results. “Appropriations were
made to several churches, and the payment

ers and the conversion

been

the

effort

Prairie du

refreshing and indicative of still larger and more
glorious results. We: hope the time is not dis-

pcy is still uncer-

facts and prospects.

has

and generously reciprocated

action of the

er are to visit the latter place,

with

the past two

and congregation ; so that they now outnumber
what they have heretofore done, with church
unity and efliciency of the most promising character. The respect and love shown the pastor,

members was present. The declination of
Rev. J. 8. Burgess as Corresponding Secre-

Anthony. and C. H. Latham

8.D, BATES, Ulerk.

mencing
April 12, at 2 o’clock; P. M. This
will be the annual session, and jt is hoped the

_| interest that I reviewed

in considerable additions to the 8. school,

sion at Lowell, Mass., and a majority of its

L. W.

~

1 started from Chicago at the béginning of our
§ holiday vacation to vigit our faithful brother, B.

some more than a year, in which the church has
very generally co-operated. The result is seen

of the Col-

fer its house of worship to the Home

:

all our religious meetings we
nded. Brethren W; R. orton, of ShiatvasseeQ. M., and F.

Du

at the

cent. per annum.

as

that part of it near
Madison, now becoming of
greater importance because of better facilities
made by the extension of the North: Western

been commendably active since his settlement of

The Home Mission Board has been In ses-

sion Society, with the

received

brethren and

as the Christian condition of the church frém
past labors.

Home Missions—Iinteresting Faots.

Board in filling the

were

Star to know something of the workings of, our
denomination in Wistonsin, and, more especially

not so much from results attending the meetings,

CauTioN.

aj

A few days

St. ¥. B. church, in a protracted

lege. The position of the College thus far
is right; that of someof its friends we be-

.taty was accepted,

H. S. Dixon.

Ministers and Churches.

high stafiding ; but the public should discriminate between the personal opinions of

lieve to be wrong.

8,7

R.R.

yield interest

church, Revs. A. K.

W. Whitacre

sion purposes, which will be increasid to 100,
to be applied to the Cleveland interest. Two
churches
reported revivals,
Next session with the Berwick church,
April

Raymond,

Ordination.

F. McKenney, at Praifie

utterances. Friends of the College may
disagree in the use of means for promoting
its interests ; they may even compromise its

the official position

dam

and

Garland, Me., as pastor of the F. Baptist church
in that place, on-the 25th of Jan., 1872. Order
of Exercises as follows ;—
.
Reading
Scriptures,—Rev.
T. W. Dore;

Sunday, the

“

It is not the position of the Col-

and

talk of uniting ‘soon

mumber being daughters’ of ‘the writer.

ther of us will hold it responsible for our

men

the people of

Bro. Wm, C. Hiilse was publicly ordained at

14th, six converts were baptized, twoof the |

lege, but that of “J. A. H.,” against which
and

°

BUTLERVILLE, JowA. The Union church
is sill enjoying a good revival interest.
Nine have united with the church, and

—doubtless receive such a suggestion in goed

written,

Moulton

BowDOIN
Q. M.—Held its Dec. session with
the W. Gardiner church. ‘The attendance was
small, but the meetings were good and spiritual,
ley
and we trust good will result to the’ church.
Measures were taken to aid the feeble churches
RACINE, WIS. The Mt. Pleasant church Prayer,— Rev. J. Cook; BSermon,— Rev. 8, "in
the Q. M.,and a vote was passed requesting the
near this place has enjoyed a precious revi D. Church, of Bangor. Text, John 16: 7; Con- several = churches to release their pastors at
least
one Sabbath each quarter to go and preach
val since the year began. About a score of secratory prayer,—~Rev. L, Hathaway ;: Charge,— to those
churches destitute of preaching.
|
H,
Graves;
Address
to
the
church
and
Hand
of
pilgrims have been: added to the number
Next session with the church at Topsham.
Fellowship to the candidate,—~Rev. Amos Redlon; |. :
:
:
A, M. JONES, Clerk.
marching heavenward, and all ‘have been Benediction by the candidate.
greatly strengthened. The influenceis still
H. Graves, Clerk of Council. .
GRAND RIVER Q. M—Held its. Jan. session
gracious, and we hope ‘to be able to press
°
with the church n
ansing. We ‘regret that
¥
Watching
the
Outposts.
|
some
of the
hes were not reported, while
R.L. H.
the battle to the gate,
a majority of them were well
-It may be, interesting to the readers. of the we rejoice
répresentedby lefter and u
delegation of

left us no alternative but the discontinu=|
ance of the school, unless the Society can

been

ing to $113.89, from
Wis., and vicinity.

greatly encouraged. Especially has the S.
school been greatly blessed by the revival,
new life and zeal being infused into both
teachers and scholars.
H. F. Smith.

ment, expecting additional denations for its
support; but we have been disappointed.
We can not proceed unaided, and’ there is

these articles have

8, 7, with the

Vill., N. H., for which theyre duly grateful.

eral have been converted,
and the church is

_ proposition. It can honorably say to the
“Society, if facts will justify the assertion,
‘“ We established the Theological depart

tention.

MARION, O.,Q.M.~Held its last session, Jan,

messengers from the ClevelandQ. M. Both rennecessary faith and assuranceto expect ‘the | Rev, E. M. COREY gratefully acknowledges a dered acceptable service. The churches of the
donation,
and
gifts
recently
presented,
amount
.Q:
M. gave that week 70 dollars for Home Misneeded blessing. But a large number have

good in its further agitation.
If the College can not proceed unaided,

TTT

the

“Special Notices,

~Wa offer for sale the Bonds of Counties,
and School Districts at prices that

Next session . with the second
xander
church, commen
on
Friday, at 2 o’¢lock, P.
Rev. A. K. Moulton, 78;
M., p
ing the 8d Suturday in February: It | ing'upon or addressing
is hoped that all the members of Conference will Woodland Avenue,
ag ahove, | ~.
be prompt,
J, W. CARPENYER, Clerk,
ALT ARAL BA Lb iat
Cheney Grove church, Nov, 24, 1871. Owing to
inclement weather the meet
were not well
attended, but those in utte
ce were very
zealous and felt a deap interest in the welfare of

Rev. F. MORISON snd wife, 0f W. Camptot;

er church conitiiéhcing Jan. 7, and contin-

orly

The churches

Next session with the Pleasant View church,
friends, in their honesty and. earnestness, uing two weeks ;'the pastor was assisted] by tion of $70.00 from friends in that vicinity.
Feb. 28, 1872, at 6 o'clock, P. M.. A full delega‘press the denomination till dissatisfaction, the Q. M. Evangelist, Rev. J. D. Waldron.
tion is 1équested, and as many of the members
Rev,
N.
C.
LoTHROP
and
wife
gratefully
acand suspicion are awakened. The Here is where ‘Bro, Waldron labored in a knowledge a donation of $80.00 from friendsat as can possibly be there, |
distrust
ev
Jas. H. OpxLy, Olerk.
‘language. and spirit of the discussion at revival effort a few years since, in which 61 Strafford Corner, Jan. 17,
_Hillsdale, and

will

ATHENS Q. M.—Held its Nov. session with the
church at Pageville,

MCLEAN QQ. M.~~Heold its Inst session with thé

with gratitude a donation of $128.00,
on the 194k ihst:, from the church and congrega~

WarersuRY CEN., VI. A protracted

should its

College,

to the

be a calamity

Co

Drake, who has been quite successful, especial
York, but who has recently come to Minn., and
As now laboring within the lingits of this
Q. M.
at the former place,
[DL
Se
We rejoice in this new accession to our ministeThe churches of the Taylor Q. M., in West rial strength.
‘
:
Next session with the Money Creek church,
Virginia, ave being cared for by Rev. D. Powell,
P, M.
while Bro. Colegrove devotes the most of his commencing Friday, Murch 8, at 2 o'clock,
A. G. BRANN, Clerk.
attention to the interests of the College. Indeed, :

yéars of age, has heard old Elder Randall

other way of relief but to séek this use of tist.denomination.
the Education Society's funds ¥ ‘Fhere is a coutaging for the
sensitiveness on this point which the Col church on this new
lege can not-afford to keep in irritatior. |.
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but holy memories of the past, and bringing
‘hearts
into a nearer and more vital union with
Christ. We were cheered by the
presence and
labors of Rev, P, Fuller, late of
Western New

have,

with thé indefatigable labors of Rev. TP.
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The Middleport and Cheshire
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itine
pastoral labors.

been converted or reclaimed, and most of
the families in the place haye been Bissien:

in There has beénan astonishing revolution
especial friends of the College persist
the entire town. Swearing men have giv<
dishaving the dengniinational funds at its
up their oaths and learned a better way
«en
ably
posal, a voice from within would prob
.
:
live.
to
,and &
‘clamor for more denominational work
We have organized a .F. Baptist church
voles froth without will ask for less; and here, according to usage, of twelve members,
the
ests,
between the two conflicting inter than it | One of the number, Bro. Floyd, nearly eighty
‘College willbe likely to lose more

will gain,

or

y of Down

A

at

in progress in this place, .Abdut 70 have

minational
vard, might do still more deno
to. do, and
osed
prop
ever.
work than it has
it is, if the
As
ses.
clas
all
by
ed
oniz
patr
be
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Hike Harwere rich in funds and prfessors
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THE MORNING STAR, FEBRUARY 7, 1872.
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THE MORNING: STAR. FEBRUARY 7, 1879, ©
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Poetry.D.

.

-

| suddenly. mibped asunder, and as it was
e work, he
essential to the progress of

slyly matured during the school hours; expeditions are undertaken, wars are begun

| must haveea new one or he

between the Indians on, one side and the
settlers on the other, the military company

could

not

go

on,
In this strait he applied to his wife to lend
J)
by.’
h
“Jesus of Nazareth passet
| him twenty-five cents to buy the necessary
BY MARY E.B, TOU RTILLOTTE
steel to forge thetap, But she, having no
———
—
#
faith
in the grapple, refused for two very
tower
on
“down
An eastern sun shone brightly
good reasons—first, that she believed the
~~
and turret proud,
When, from the city’s noise and dust came forth money would be thrown away if she-gave it
$

\

an eager crowd;
Reflective age, and thoughtless youth, and

man-

hood proud and strong,

And womanhood, and childhood fair, were mingled in that throng.
With

eager

steps

they

press

around

young and fair,
From whose pure lips, like pearls
words of wisdom rare.

a leader

unstrung, fell
;

Intranced and spellbound by those words, the
multitude surged ou;
Towhere a sightless beggar sat upon a wayside
stone.

His quick ear eaught unnsual’ sounds, his lips
the question framed,
“Who

cometh? and the passers by the youthful
teacher named,

of Nazareth, fis Jesus

Man

“ The’

passing by; id
Then quick from heart to lip
strongly yearning ery,

leaped

that

up

* Have
mercy, Lord!” A sharp rebuké: came
from the throng around,—
+ But ah! the Mugter’s pitying ear had caught that

plaintive sound;

« Bring forth the man!” with joyful thrill that
« ¢all the suppliant heard,

y

And came with flushed, expectant face,
$0 the word.

obedient

What wilt thou?” and in faith sincere he
craved the boon of sight;

That instant on his dazzled ‘orbs there

burst a

flood of light,~

The city spires, the dista: nt
blue,
4
The

waving trees,

hills, the sky serenely

and bright

green

fields,

all

met his wondering view.
Thus when beside life’s crowded

path we

see

some, erring one,
Wildered and lost in sin’s dark maze, grope
blindly and alone,
Oh, let us pause for Jesus’ sake, to tell them of
his Jove,
ci
Till on their darkened vision bursts a radiance
from above.

-

Maxfield, Me.

Father is Coming.
I

i—

The elock is on the stroke of six,

The father's work is done;
Sweep up the hearth and mend the fire,
And put the kettle on:
The wild night wind is blowing cold,
Tis dreary crossing o’er the wold.

He’s crossing o’er the wold apace,
He’s stronger than the storm

;

He does not feel the cold, not he,
His heart. it is so warm;
For fathers heart is stout and true,
As ever human bosom knew.
;
He makes all toil, all hardship light:
‘Would all men were the same;
So ready to be pleased, so kind,
Sa very slow to blame;
Folks need net be unkind, austere,
For love hath readier w i than fear.

Nay, do Bot close the shutters, child,
For far, along the lane,

The little window. looks, and he
Can see it shining plain;

“ve heard him say he loves to mark

Phe eheerful firelight through the dark. And well do all that father likes,
His wishes are so few: Would they were more; that every hour

- @ome wish of his [ knew ;
T’m sure it makes a happy d

night; and at'odd hours.

See how he laughs and crows and stares,
Heaven bless the merry child!

He's father’s selfin face and limb,

®

And father’s heart is strong in him.

end

of

process.

In 1868 he took out another patent for an
entirely new process, which consists in the
use of raw limestone, charcoal, black oxide

He’s through the garden gate;
Run, little Bess, and ope the door

And do not let him wait;
Shout, baby, s

At ‘the

improvement, onthe above, mamed

Hark! hark! I hear his footsteps now,

‘

of manganese, sal soda, common

, and clap thy hands,

8alt,

and

pulverized resin, combined for converting
iron into steel, which is now widely used,

For father on the. threshold stands.
— Mary Howitt.

and from Whichhe Tia rédped quite a for-

The Family Circle

tune.
No less than twenty-three of the. leading
railways in America now use this process,

under Heense from the patentee, for hardening the links, guides, pins, and nuts of

A Remarkable History.

locomotives, effectingsigre are told, no less

a saving than from five to six hundred

dol-

In 1858, Mr. Thomas Sheehan,of Dunkirk, lars annually on each locomotive, “in obN: Y., foreman in the blacksmith depart- viating the lost motion consequent upon the
ment of the Brie Railroad shops at that wear of links,guides and pins, The invent~
a submarine grapple, or has already received for licenses under
place, - patented
which
though
an ingenious invention, his patent of 1868, $29,650, and has just soid
proved to be one for which there was little the remainder of his patent in America for
demand. This was his first invention, and $45,000. — Seientific. American.
Po
the cost of .its completion, together with
one year's struggle to manufacture and introduce it, completely exhausted

Mr.

School

Shee-

han's means and reduced him to the: extremest poverty, He was in fact in pretty
Pallissy the
nearly the same condition
Potter; at the moment of his greatest dis-

;

uncon-

Its

her

doll,

Clarissa,

and

Ha

does

givls, all dréssed as nicely as careful mam-

on the last one.
«« Ahem!” coughed papa.
Haftie turned round and saw him. “ O
papa!” she exclaimed, * don't they, look

and a Food many white handkerchiefs crept
up to the faces as they heard of -a poor lit-

“She Tooked so pleased that he concluded

{1 home in their city that the fire had’ stolen into a few nights before and eaten up ev-

erything, even to the few clothes'they had,
and ‘scorched a poor little baby's face and
hands before its mamma could get it-out.

“ And 1 thotight,” said Mrs, Clay, “1

would make some clothes for the poor baby
to-day, and if any of you wantbd to help me
you could.”
:a
Tna few minutes he Tittle brags, .thimbles

Mus. Clay provided a
w
on, and tapping against needles
id wkd up

way

before recess,

again.— Youth's Companion.

The Listeners.

&

- Two city boys lost their way in the woods,

and late at night took shelter in a solitary

inn.
At midnight they awoke, and sitting up
in
bed, heard some one “alking in the next
{What a busy two hours ry
before
tea, and then'by eight o'clock they - could room,
“Oh, dear, this sunkeep? is a cannibal !”
hardly bélieve that a little dress, two aprons
[they
whispered softly to each other.
and a baby’s’ gown were really finished, and
“What shall we do?”
their work too. For by this time Mrs. Clay
After a moment's thought, they got out of
was one of them, she had told so many
bed,
and sprang out of the window, hoping
pleasant stories.
¢ Betterthana dancing -party, ever Bo to escape that way, But one of them hurt
his foot so badly in jumping, that he could
-much,” they all said.
«+ Come next Saturday afternoon and 1 go no farther ; ‘and besides, the great door
will tell you about the baby,” said Mrs: of the yard was locked,
80" they crept into the pig-sty with the
Clay,
little
pigs, and lay there trembling till
They came, and when they found the -baby there, and bright in the new dress and moruing.
In the morning came the innkeeper. He
apron, in spite of the burned face, they
adopted it at once, and Gertie’s party grew L opened the sty door, sharpened a knife, and
into the * Busy Bees” who make honey for called out,—
‘ Now, . you little rascals, out with you ;.
some poor baby every Wednesday. By
your
last hour is come.”
honey, I mean clothes for the body, and

not exactly know what

what the dear Saviour meant when He said,

he takes spelling

but not at all with the

not to scold; so-he said he thought. Shey
looked very gay indeed, Then he carried
her down to: dinner... But the next time
she went
up there, the paint and brushes
had disappeared. ' She never saw them

sleeves, making cord, or hem

¢ Tt is more blessed to give than to receive.”

—Child's World.

’

Hattie

Kent's father kept

The boys put their ears to the wainscot,

and distinctly heard a voice say,—
Wife, get the big kettle ready to-morrow, for I mean to kill our two young
rogues out of the town.”
»
The poor boys shuddered.

Both boys set up .a cry of horror, and

Papa Kent's Chairs. -

something that must be cleared out of his

grapples

bright réd chairs, and Hattie Just beginning

mas thought best; and ag of all,” came
Mys, Clay also.
¢¢ For it is my party, you know,” she sald
«« And T want to tell you a story to begin
with.” Nobody objectedto that, of Sourbe;

rather as an exercise for his lungs, standing up and shouting out the words with
recklessness of consequences; he grapples
doggedly with 'rithmetic and geography as

1 bear they have used you up.”
ores

up

Literary Review,

‘beginner in authorship, every untaught man or
any branch of edimastery
of it e

So wt Btid

comfort for the heart, and they are learning

he is set at bogks for;

are the grapples?
‘‘ the

are carried on which involve miles

are num-

enjoyment

opportunities Jor

berless.

Erie Railroad at
Mr. Sheehan in
and accosted him

#4 Yes,” wag the answer,

:

anything breaks up. or any change takes
place,) since he is released from the discipline and restraint of it, yet the school is
his opening into the world, his romance.

sciously bitter.
Just at this crisis, Mr. S. D. Cowell, gen-

eral freight agent of the
Dunkirk, chanced to meet
the streets of that town,
with :
«4 Well, Thomas, how

Recess.

joy when school breaks up (as he does when

family were reduced to the verge of destibecame

and

| ———

Although the country boy feels a little

tress. | A wife and eight. children, Sheehan’s

tution, and Mrs. Sheehan

or arms), or

of running and an expenditure of wind suf-

twelve months he reconsidered his sentence of condemnation on patents, and applied for one on his process, which was
granted September 4, 1860, the claim. being
for a cpmbination of damaged flour, potash
lye, or lye from hard wood ashes, niter;
common salt, and sulphate of zinc, for casehardening iron. In 1867 he patented an

1 kmow he’s coming by this sign,
That baby’s almost wild :

mn

games

picked

oman who is ehtering upon
started off, saying, * Good- -by, sir, Come,
torial work, would find the
and see me when you can.”
Ee
uty WHE HE SIE
and valusble,
‘ Yes,” said papa, ** I shall be very hap- oon Xn Us; or, The Person and Work of
rist, with an examination of * The Vicari- ALLEGORIES or
py to do so. Good-day, ma'am.” Hattie |.
oF Live. B
Sacrifice” of Dr. Bushnell.
By Alvah
Boston
& Shepard.
liked to play in the attic ; there was no one . ous
Hovey, D, D., President of Newton Theol
by BY Lane & Co
su)j ostity on, ai ons Gould &: Linco
te disturb her, and she could “ goatter” her

y

ey

Mrs. J. 8. Adams..
uare 16mo, pp. 93..

ivy . impress moral

truth
12mo. pp. 275.
ficient to spell the spelling-book through at things about as much as she chose.
dl before hus there beex so deep and wide- by means of the allegory. The stories’ ave very
«+ She kept her playthings up there, all but spread an interest in the study of Christ as now. pleasant and taking in themselves, and they are
the highest piteh.
Friendships are formed, too, which ave fer- sher dolls. They had a’ baby-house all to The question whiclr he himself asked on one oc- well adapted to enforce the lessonsin whose into her husband ; and.sefond, that she had’ vent if not enduring, and enmities contract: themselves, in Hattie's own little room. -casion,—* What «think ye of Christ?” calls out terest they are told. The children ought to like
ubundance of replies, The answers are very them. and we think they will.
not the money to give. him even if sp dis ed which are frequently ** taken out” on the She was a very careful and attentive mother, an
thoughtful, however varied and antagonistic.
posed. The refusal ‘was seasoned with spot, after a rough fashion boys have of and likedto have her children near her, es- They come from the finest minds of Christen Tuk EMIGRANT °
)
3. or, Learning
Sone Jesus, Boston:
. Lothrop & Cot Do.
some very hot word-spice, that made it very settling as they go along; cases of long pecially nights.
dom. They show, clearly that the great charicN.H.:GT
.
Duy
&
Co.
16mo.
pp. 276.
Besides her playthings,there were a great ter has been earnestly studied in the light of the
unpalatable to Thomas. But he bethought credit, either in words or trade, are not freLy ple
pt one of the issues of the
evangelical narratives, of science, of philosphy London Religious Tract Society, deserves the
him of a merchant who, in brighter days, quent ‘with boys; boots on jack-knives must many things in that attic... Old bureaus
Land of history. THe @ priori and the a posteri- honor that is, put upon it. The experiences of.
be paid on the nail; and itis considered chairs, broken tables; an old cradle,
had seen the color of his money, and. who,
ori methods are Both resorted to. The logician Cristoph and_TLeonore, a brother and sister beperhaps, would now give him credit for the’ much more Honorable to out with a person- boxes without number.
to a German family, who care to AmerHattie thought it fine fun to Fama ge and the poet have, been alike interested in and longing
small modicum of steel he required for the al grievance at once, even if the explanation
busy with the great problem. Réverent disci
is made ‘with the fists, than to préténd fair around among these old things, and she pleship and destructive criticism have wrought ica at the invitation’ of an uncle, and whe learntap. |
ed the, highest lessons of life in the school of
To this Herida, he hied, and somewhat and then take a sncaking revenge on some was continually finding some new delight. “| and are still working at the task,
struggle and trial, are presented with a force and
This morning, she brought up all her
This is a fact that has a cheering side. 1f in. skill and lifefike naturalpess that make them
reluctant to prefer his request, began beat~ concealed opportunity. The country boy
that men are discovering that there is no take a strong hold
ofthe
reader's heart, Ttisa
ing about the bush ; and finally straying into at the district school is introduced into a dolls and put them in the old cradle while dicatos
way( of interpreting 4 hristianity without deter book tolift wherevet
it lays its hand,
.
she
made
ready
to:
begin
her
honsekeepwider
world
than
he
knew
at
hom
in
many
politics, hot ‘words passed , between them,
BO
min
g the place, apprehending. the character,
ways.
Some
big
boy
brings
to
school
a
ing.
and our friend feeling his ‘manliness would
nding the relations and recognizing the real of- SAINT PAULIN ROME; or, The Teachings, FelTowships, and Dying Testimony of the great
As she'was moving some of the things fices of Chtist. And they see clearly and consuffer too keenly by asking credit for his copy of the Arabian Nights, a dog-eared
apostle in the City of the Cmsars: being Serabout,
she
happened
to
spy
a
small
keg
fn
a
copy,
with
cover,
title-page
and
the
last
fess frankly that Christianity can not be ignored
steel, came away without. it, With no
mons preached in Rome in the 8 rug %d XL
By J. R. Macduff, D. D., New Spe
by any man who would say any worthy word
definite purpose he went home, pondering legs missing, which is passed around, dark corner under the enves.
Carter& Brothers. 1872, 16mo. pp. i 1 Robert
She instantly pulled it out for examina: on the subject of religion or offer any adequate + by. D. Lothrop & Co.
how he should surmount this now no tri- and-slyly read under the desk, and perhaps
philosophy of life. True enough. much that is
{
fling obstacle of the broken tap. He found comes to the little boy whose parents dis- tion.
said of Christ has smell wisdom and offers doubt- STELLAFONT ABBEY} Or, Nothing New. By
Emma Marshall, aut!thor of ** Three Little SisIt proved to be a keg of red paint, Hat- ful profit. But HE
his wife making lye for soff soap, but her approve of nov el-reading, and have no
call of the public ate
ters,” eto. Same "Publishers, &c. 16mo. pp. U7.
1 be of advantage. Many
acidity in no way neutralized by : the alkas Swork of fiction in the house except a pious tie knew it was because she smelled of it. tention to him
Dr. Macduff never writes in a dull or uninAnd
besides,
she
put
her
fingers
into
it,
and
who
are
thus
induced
to
106k
at
him
with
steady
|
fraud
called
*‘
Six‘
Months
in
a
Convent,”
line reaction. Despondent and discouragstructive way. His treatment of religious themes
gaze, will find his glory shining out upon the eye
ed, he sat down in no very enviable mood, and’ the latest comic althanac. The hoy's then wiped them on' her apron. Yes, it and feel the power of his spirit passing into the is equally removed from cold naturalism and
when he chanced to spy a piece of iron. ly- eyes dilate as he steals some of the treas- was certainly red paint. ‘ And here's heart. Not many will be disposed to treat him headlong fervor. He serves both brain and
near the tub at which his spouse was ures out of the wondrous pages, and he some brushes, too !" she exclaimed, making hghtly who see the look of the deepest and most heart. In these discourses he has imparted a
special vividness to the life of Paulat Rome, and
:
thoughtful students fixed ppon his face; not brought out with rare effect the deeper and richworking. Meditating how he could make longs to lose’ himself in the land of en- another dive under the eaves,
piece of iron hargenough for a tap, he chantment open before him. He tells at |~ *“ There now!” said she, in a tone of many will fail to find something of the majesty er meaning and the fruitful stiggestiveness of
“Now I know what and authority which attach’ to his teaching who those parts of his writings which are inspired
rude experiment, the home .that he has seen the most wonderful great satisfaction.
| waded to a rather
Tlido.
.
T'H
paint.
That'll
be ever so much are kept listening to. his wards which ‘are so full or colored by his experiences inthe eternal city.
book
that
ever
was,
and
‘a
big
boy
has
results of which have in the end made him
of spirit’ and life,
It is much gained when the It is not unworthy of a place on the same shelf
better
than
playing
house.”
a richer man than he ever dreamed . of be-. promised to lend it to him. ‘Is it a true:
cry * Ecce Homo!” from the pontiffs in science with Conybeare
and Howson’s great work,
Then
she
began
looking
about
for
somebook, John,” asks the grandmother? “ Beng.
and philosophy, turns the thought of the fore though having no such comprehensive aim as
hing
to
paint.
cause
if
it
isn’t
true,
itis
the:
worst
thing
most
nations
to
the
Christ
of
God.
It so happened that from a distant relathat. Itis both yaluable im itself and for the
‘ The eradle’s, red" already,” said she,
Dr. Hovey’s ‘work is largely one belonging to method of studying for pulpit address which it
tive; a-Roman Catholic priest in “Ireland, that a boy can read.” (This happened years
Mop
-.
our friend
had inherited quite a library of ago.) John can not answer as to the truth “and so are those tables.” But there's the the province of apologetics and criticism. He is suggests.
prompted to write by the novel theories of
chairs,
Oh,
Pll
paint
the
chairs,
because
Stellafont
Abbey
is
an
interesting
story
of
Enof
the
book,
and
so
does
not
bring
it
home
i
works on chemistry, some of them rare and
Christ and his work ‘which spring’ up in various
valuable, He had read some of these books but he borrows it nevertheless, and con- there's so many of ‘em. I shouldn't wonder quarters. He holds to the old and prevalent or- glish life, especially bringing out and applying
the high lessons furnished by the story of two
if
my
papa
would
be
real
glad
to
have
them
to very good purpose, *‘ There is surely ceals it in the barn, and lying in the haythodox view,
He insists upon the
Deity of girls, who mingled the human and the heroie, if
Christ, as against the position of all classes of « true way, in theiy characters'and lives.
carbon in that lye,” thought he. “If I mow js lost in its enchantments many an all painted up nice !
With this bright idea, she jumped up, and Unitarians who make such doubtful use of the
only could get that into this iron in the odd hour when he is supposed to be doing
proper proportion I should have steel, and chores. There were no chores in the Ara- began to pull out the chairs. There were word ““ divine.” He protests against Beecher’s
theory, which allows’ nothing human in Christ
"The Quarterlies for Jan'y are” generally excelfrom that my tap,.and so finish my grap- bian. Nights; the boy there had but to rub six of them, tall and old-fashioned. They save hig bodily ofgani<m, and he will have a uni lent. They gain rather than lose in power and
used
to
belong
to
Hattie's
great-grandthe ring and . summon a genius, who would
ple.”
ty that embraces both what is essential to mane value. - We would be glad to fill columns with
With little faith or hope that he should feed the calves and pick up chips and bring mother.
hood and Godhood.
He utterly rejects the the- characterization in detail, specific criticism and
1 guess the children would like to see ory of the atonement urged by Bushnell, because liberal extracts, But we sre shut upto the nesucceed, he took some of the lye, and add- in wood in a minute. It was through this
it denies that the sacrifice made upon the cross eestity of dealing with them in very few words.
ing, without any particular reason for so emblazoned portal that the boy walked in- me paint,” said she when all was ready.
has any Godward side. He urges both his epinSo
she
took
the
dolls
out
of
the
cradle,
THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW always stirs
doing, some saltpeter and common salt, to the world of books, which he soon found
ions and his objections with real force; his uriti
‘made a paste with this solution and a hard was larger than Lis own, and filled with and seated them all around on the floor, cisms are not wanting in logical and ‘thetorieal a little American pride. Its papers absolutely
grudged saucerful of the little remaining people he longed to know.— Work and where they could behold and admire the severity, though he never forgets the, Christian command respect, and make disparagement and
sneéers impossible even to snobs and cynics. The
sight.
courtesy that is due to his opponents, He has last issue is no exception to this statement. Its
flour there was -in- the house. He then Play.
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*“ Now, children,” said she, ** I want you
given us a volume that contains a large smount second, third, fifth add sixth articles are almost
forged the tap, and, enveloping it in the
to look and learn, so youll know how to of strong, clear, matured thought, on seme of models of their class. The third is admirable for
paste, put the whole into a luted iron box
_ Geertie’s Party.
paint your own chairs and things. . Yon the most vital topics belonging te Christian the- its clear elucidation of some just and practical
and exposed it 10 ‘heat for two hours in a
just
dip your brush ‘way down into the ology, and which will be especially, welcome, to principles; the sixth givesus a brave, manly
blacksmith’s fire. To his joy and surprise,
Gertie was ten years old, and thought
those who represent the conservatism of the
be tho
and fitting protest against audacity and charlapaint,
this way, and then brush the chair vlogical world.
when he took it out,it was hard enough to she was old enough to have a party.
‘Ev
tanism
in political life, busing its discussions
allover.
Do
you
see
?”’
—
cut cast steel. The grapple was ‘finished, ery other girl did,” she said, and she tired
When Hattie was painting the fifth chair, FIRESIDE SCIENCE. = A series of popular seicn- upon ‘an obvious ant well chosen text. The
| and $40 flowed into the family treasury of mamma with teasing about it.
critical notices are able as usual.
The follow aie essays upon subjerts connected wivith every| Thomas Sheehan, He went back to his oid
At last Mrs. Clay put on her thinking-cap, her mother came softly up the stairs, to see |. day life.” By JamesR. Nichols,A
aM: Ds ing is the table of contents:
work, disgusted with patents, and resolved and safso long that Gertie recited the mul- what she was about, as it was'almost dineditor of tie Boston Journal ‘of Th
he
Poor-law Administration in New England;
New York: Hurd and Houghton. 1872. Sold Amerjgan Criticism ; Oratory aud Journalism;
ner-time.
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never.to have anything to do with one tiplication-table backward at least twice.
by E. J. Lane & Co. 12mo. pp. 283.
Thomas Watson the Poet ; Harvard College ; The
Hattie was so busy, painting and, talking
again. But the remembrance of the tap,
‘““ You may have your party, Gertie,
The title well ‘describes this series of yor} Butler Canvass; Critical Notices. Boston: James
to-her
dolls,
that
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did
not
hear
her
mothhardened in so unique a manfler, stimulated hei mamma said at last, *“oF rather you
pleasant and instructive
papers, which . have
R. Osgood & Co.
given a very attractive fédture to the publication
him. Having a great deal of case-harden- may] come to one that I will have for you er's step.
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all
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World!"
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the
Tady
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in
which
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have
already
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THE BIBLIOTHECA SACRA is not so full of
ing to do, he thought one day he would re- next Wednesday afternoon, and invite any
They deal with common, pjects, dn plain and critical and theological scholarship as sometimes,
“What
will
her
father
say?”
peat the experiment upon a large scale, ten little girls that you would like to have
She went softly down stairs, and told forcible speech, possessing qualities that are pop- “but it fully stones for the absence of this by its
which he did with perfect success.
come also, only you are not fo ask a quesular in the best sense of that word, and they can adinirable dealing with vitul and practical topics.
papa,
who had, just come in to: dinner, that hardly fail to induce habits of keen and fruitful It diseusses—
_ For twelve months he went on to experi- tion-until then about it.”
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he had better go and see what
was going on observation in the young readers for whose ben- The Physical Basis of our Spiritual Language
ment, purchasing . the materials with his
Wednesday came. and so did Gertie, and
efit they ure especially intended.
32 Znglish Eloquence and Debate; Revelation and
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The first article is very instructive nd sugBiographers have rarely found a subject that
_of the late Prof.
offered so much that is fresh, @nique, striking |gestive; ‘the second is worthy

and eficetive as inhered in the character and say- Shepard; Prof. Barrows goes on in the third with
ings of Father Taylor. "When we add that the ‘his wonted abflity, and Prof. Park 1s, filly himremarkable man has found some “blographers delf in his discussion of Preaching. This Quarwho possess not 4 few qualities that especially fit
them for the work of presenting’ him jast as he
was, we have said enough to commend this hook

in very strong terms. Dr, Haven was a most
appreciative, enthusiastic and intimate personal
friend ; Judge Russell was his son-in-law. One

of them has not a little of Father Taylors
sparkle and effervescence,
bis pith and pungeney,
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the reunion of the Assemblies,and a guarantee

of rare vigor and value in the work thus made
up and sustained, The following table of con-

his fearless audacity and his poetic instinct; the
tents will indicate the breadth and variety of its
other has the clear artistic eye and the habit of
discussions :
thorough mental analysis.
Both loved and hon‘Che. Variable and ‘the Constant in Christian
ored the man, and both feel the responsibility at- Apology; The Theology for our Age and Countaching to the work of setting him forth as u try; The Plymouth Brethren; The Wine Quesstimulant to the public thought and conscience.
tion in the Light of the Law of Love; Total Ab-
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stinence

and

its Scriptural Basis; Pare under

anéedotes and incider®s that exhibit the man and the Commune; Jowetrs Plato; Ezra, the Modhis work, instead of treating us to a set and for - el of the Biblical. Divine; Contemporary Literature; Theological and Literary
New York: J, M. Sherwood,

mal biography. These incidents are many. They
are presented in a thoroughly life-like way. And
the Father Taylor who was for so mauy years
one of the marked phenomena of Boston—~
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Adyentures. and observutions
southern " California, New
Mexico,

high level which it occupied at the outset, and in
varied interest itis steadily gaining. The litles of

Daniel Webster,the great Elm and Faneuil Hull, ities give us something whose power and worth -=is here set forth in his unabridged unspoiled and ate sure to win for it ag=honorable und royal
characteristic personality, . One , will hardly ‘place.’ The
in the ‘humber for Jan’y are
wonder why the sailers loved him as a friend few, lengthy and strong: They areas follows :
and father,or why men of the highest genius and
The Roman Element in Modern Civilization;
culture’ courted. his ‘acquaintance; or why the The Theological Departnient essential in a Unipeople venerated him, or why his biography was versity; A Study in Chinese History; Herbert
called for, after this book has been read.—Bold by Spencer’s Laws of the Unknowable; Rect d'une
New Haven: W. L. Kingsley.
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only by subseription. Hartford, Conia Columbing 00k oon! 872. 12mo, pp. "827.
Mr. Powers proves ‘himself not only a remark-
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spectto Beience; The Rational and the Supernatural; The
ment;

able pedestrian, by tramping from eastern Tex.

Religious Basis of Humun

Is Truth an Instrument in

Govern-

Regeneration?

Exegesis of Proverbs XXIII: 26; Exegetical
Studies ; Book Notices.
ships which would have broken down the pur. 4 The first article is an educational paper read at
pose of most men, but which only added to the a convention held at Worcester, last year, by
zest of his journey ;—he has also shown that he Prof. Hamlin, and deserves the new distinction
is a keen observer, and an intelligent and inter- accorded it; the fifth is a commencement
088
a8 to Ban Francisco, in. spite of perils and hard-

reporter. ‘This narrative of his trampings by Rev, Dr. W. R, Williams, who is always
had no little girl except Hattie, and he lov- the pig=sty, and asked” them’ why they esting
and seeings and doingsis full of animation, in strong and scholarly, and who is here thorcugh|
thought
him
a
murderer.
hole. But recess! Wis ever any enjoy- ed her very dearly.
terest und character, despite its sketchy style; Iy magnificent. Phila. : Bible & Publication Soc.
seen them.” v
The boys sobbed out,—~
The house and store were in the same
and even'its ‘occasional exaggération, its audaci*¢ Throw 'em away,” advised Mr. Cow- ment so keen as that with which a boy’
*
+
Because
we
heard
you
say
in
the
night’
THE CHRISTIAN
QUARTERLY, 80 far from givty and brod humor do not detract from ts real
| rushes out-of the school-house door for the building, so little Hattie could easily run in
ell. 2% Have you any now finished ?”
that you would kill us this morning.”
merits. The binding of the book is meat, its gilt | up the ghost, appears under its new auspices
ten minutes of recess? ‘Hei is like to burst
when she was tired of play-

have done my business; 1 wish 1 had never

gest he would dig a woodchuck out of his

- + I have one almost done,” said Thomas.
« Finish that; I will pay you forty dollars

with animal spirits ; he runs like a deer; he
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aa and earn
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in his breast, and
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to finish th grapple with all.due
speed. But upon what slender threads do
men hang!" A tap, the only
the fortofunes
one our inventor had of the size re juired,

véntor, with new
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to see her father
ing with her dolls.
Sometimes, indeed,

Then

the innkeeper laughed, and said,—

with nothing less than its old culture, vigor and
promise for the futuré. It has no weak papers,

is rich, its typogfaphy need mot be quatreled

Oh, you foolish, silly boys! I never with, and some of its eygravings have spirit and
she ‘brought. one of
cannearly fy; and he throws Hirrself nto
meant
you at all. I was talking of my Artistic excellence; but the paper ig rather infeplay with entire self-forgetfuliess, and an her dolls with her. She would have brought
rior, and some of the cuits are poor enough to ofenergy that would overturn the world if his the whole family<-it was a pretty large one little pig, whom in joke I always call my | fend ordinary people, and make a real engraver
little
rogues
out
of
the
town,
because
1
Only one at a time,
explode with coplamppiony epithets. ad
strength were proportioned to it. For ten —but her father said,
I ——
miniites the world is absolutely his; the 1you please. I don’t want people to think bought them in the town. But so it always
1s with listeners, as the rhyme goes,—
weights ard taken off, restraints are loosed, if keep a doll shop.”
PENS AND TYPES; or, Hints and Helps for those
who write, print or feud. Bt Benjamin: Drew,
and he is his own master. for that brief
"One day, when Hattie had stayed in the ls’. 1 8 Put your ear to door or wal,
Boston: Lee'& Bhepard "|
16mo. pp. 181.
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to,
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will
hear
no
good
at
all.’
time—as he never again will be if he lives store as long as she wanted
"A very good little mins from thé pen of a
From the German. » proof reader, whose practical acquaintance with
to be as old as the King of Thale, and no+ Well, Mr. Papa Kent, I mustbe a-goJ
body knows how old he was. And there is ing. I'm going up n fhe agli, to play
the matters which he treats helps to render
his
the
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North Scituate, R. I., Jan.1, 1872.

LVTIN SCHOOL.

Pres. Board of: Trustees,
Ww

)

scanning, &c.
The location of the school 0 near
the College and Theological School, affords advant-

ages of association with students of Aigher rank
and culture. The public lectures of these institutions
are invaluable.

‘

A. M. JONES, Sec,

Lewiston, July 2, 1871.
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NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION,
WM The SPRING

TERM

begins Jan, 20, 1873, and con

tinués ten weeks

f

A.B/MESERVEY, A. M., Principal,
4. N. Rand, A. M., (
Miss T.A. R. Dow,
Ww. E. C. Rich,A. B,,
piss Alice I. Libby,
A. P. Shattuck,

88 L.

1).

Moore,

H. M. Willward,
Mss E. L. Gordon.
ExPRNSES. Board, including room.
hing
from $2.75 to $3 50 per week, In well Rr
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En
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ense varies from
$1.75:40 §
ents
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OO
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ang
pillow-cases
TUiTION from
$6.00 to
$6.50 per term. Se
artment,

. TE, WINTER TrrM of Pike Seminary, Ni Y., will
id M. E, SHEPARD,

NICHOLS

SPRING TERM
ns Monday, Jan. 1, 1873, and
closes Friday,
22.
SuMMER TERM beging Monday, Aprill, aud closes
Monday, June 24.
April,
Tuition $25.00a year.
sib
|
1.8, JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assistants.
:
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and itis open for both: sexes: The school
being composed
of only one department,
a thorough
ness in doing their work is secured from both teachers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in the Latin and Greek
languages, &lso in English Grammar, Arithmetic
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra an
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,

yours ago the 5
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Complete courses of study for both sexes.
.
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G. H. RICKER, Prin.
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ed 29% years. - He was the
ville, Me., Deg.12, aged

greatly esteemed and loved. by

:
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areinadmissible.
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K. A. BAKER, Teacher of French and Draw-

TUITION:
Primary Course, = - ,
Common ionglioh,
.
' Higher English,
-

equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

only
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Teacher

oh
8 8223888

1 had been absent fram England about
by
two years; and I was much imp

A.N, MARSFON, A.B, Principal,
|
Miss. H, L. ST KVENS, Preceptress and
of Instrumental Music.
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In. 1868 a fat man rushed into the office of
| ticians—srebel;
negro, andnorhern-are in a well-known New, Hampshire lawyer, and
sincere, hollow wretches, who would turn told him he was drafted.
their backs upon him, or (Grant, or anybody | , *¢ You don’t say,” said the lawyer. ¢ Tt
they supposed his power was must be a strong man that could drafta
| to-morrow,
‘akimoth’s weaknesses are man of your size.”
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News

| Thursday. By the breaking of a rail on the Le-

Summary.

high Valley road, near Scranton, two
cars

were

thrown

from

—

passenger

the (track, one striking

upon the ice in Lehigh river, and the other lodgQUNG {RESSIONAL.
[ ing at the footof an embankment forty feet high.
On Monday, in the Senate, the amnesty bill | The stoves were overturned and the; cars set on
was put over for another day. The apportion- fire, Eight persons were killed and about twen:
ment-bill was passed substaptially as it came ty Seriously injured.
froni the House. In the House, a bill to recog- Baron vou Offenburg has been officially annize the belligerency between Spain’ and Cuba nounced as M. Catacazy’s successor at Washwas offered and referred. The diplomatic ap- ington.
i
wh ©
A
propriation bill was reported and made the speA barbarous attack has been made upon the
cial order for Thursday. The final-adjournment Jews in Ismail, on the Roumanian frontier. Sevfinally

and

at length,

resolution was discussed

eral

referred to the committee on ways and means.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, bills ‘were

passed

ed

by McCartney's

deficiency

defalcation.

(

A bill was re-

increasing

the

limitation

in.

The Indian appropriation bill was

ed in committee

A

of the whole.

report

was

made in favor of Boles in the Arkansas contested

election case.
On Wednesday, in the Senate, a bill was

cate, but the report concerning it was

not

In the

House, debate

The

Indian appropriation bill was considered in committee of the whole.
sion.

In

sud Sat., the Senate was not in ses-

the House the Indian appropriation bill

The educational-fund bill ro

made

into

the

forma

and

brother

who were

Killed

in the

>
eof coal

tar;is

used as a perfume, as

called almond soap, and as a flavoring extract for
puddings, jellies, ete. It is sold, highly diluted,
under thé name of extract of bitter aimond.

s*MISCELLANEOUS:

During the past four weeks postal serviee has
been ordered on 1288 miles of mew ailroad,
which is unprecented within so short a

Cushing

states that in. his opinioh the

Genevs arbitration on the Alabama e¢laims will
result in a satisfactory settlement without any
difficulty.
Mayor

Medill

of Chicago

bas

vetoed

the res-

olution by the councilto permit the completion
_of half-finished frame buildings. in the fire dis» “tries.
The

Beston

and Maine:

Railroad

Company

is

building tWénty passenger cars and ome’ hun. dred

an

ingredient

of the so-

" The Constitutionalist,of Aungusta,Ga., says that
city is making very substantial and satisfactory

Tweed’s case will not be tried till March.

Caleb

accompanied with a de

‘great

length

from

freight cars to be put upon the main road.

The company has recently contracted for twelve
new engines tobe placed uponthe extension.

progress. Several handsome public’ edifices are
going up, and a great many dwellings are in
course of construction.
The demand for- tenements is increasing, and rents are satisfactory.
Augusta has no floating debt,and the interest on
her bonded liabilities is punctually paid.
One pound oi California silk recently reeled at

San’ Franeiseo- coutains
thread,

measuring

sand yards,

or

three

one

strands

hundred

equal

to

and

to the

fifty thou,

eighty-five

miles

in

length, making for the three strands, when sepa-

rated, two hundred and fifty-five miles fn length.
Each of these three strands, contaius six other
strands as reeled fromy the cocoons, producing

fifteen ‘hundred and thirty miles to the pound of
raw silk.

{

The frost did

velocity

of

this

in twenty-four

Songs,

i

General

Jackson, and once the wealthiest banks

er in New. Orléans, was found

ou’ Sunday Wight

in a small office on Broadway, New

de

York,

sick,

and nearly Starved.” He wal taken

a curious bit of work .on a win-

e hospital by the police. | Hes eighty years
we
:
A heavy
California.

+ A Cincinnati Commercial correspondent thus

ly cooked. ,

is

such

to considerable

and

miles

time

in

the barometer

depressions

of

ing und sitting is about 10 per minute.

in all sudden great rains or snows there is a

ting

lenigth from north to south; reaching beyond our
observation ‘on the Gulf of Mexico and on the
northern lakes, while theif east and west digme-

These storms, there-

and

travels with

The_

steamer Hornet his-been

of

thirty

persons

who

libeled

shipped

at the

upon

her

(When

leaught,

they string it with the

others, the whole process reminding one of fish-.

from New York with the understanding that
they were engaged inthe merchant service, but

ing for trout, lacking only the 4bience of biagk
and ling to make the: picture complete”.

lled to. enlist in the serv“18F
i FEF

— Sixteen railways ‘of England own 8400 logomo-

when at sea were com
ice of the Cuban

The whit of James Fisk, jr, was admitted to

probate Thursday,.

The estate is sworn to as not

exceeding
onie million of ‘dollars.

During 1871, Governor Hoffman of New. York
granted 52 pardons” from’ the Btate prison, 32
‘from the, penitentiary, 29 commutations and 5 reprieves of criminals.

Two loads of pickerel, weighing 4000 pounds
each, wefelidoKel
‘An@*h rouge from Laie Koshkonong, Wiseonsing in two weéeks recently.

The public debt of the
duced $5,663,461 during the
A snow storm of great
the West and Northwest
were several deaths’ and

United States was remonth of January,
severity: prevailed in
en 8
« + There
great
ng from

cold and exposure.

it toward the east-

pecan tree in Texas, containing a Bow, arrows,
an India’ épéar, and a woman’s scalp with
beautiful long hair. The sack was lashed to a
bough.

.

Sevent;
city are

i

of the” [ rch edifices "in "Sew York
fscopuliad, 85 Presbyterian, pT} Meth-

odist, und 32

d ‘Catholie:

Over 200,000 tons:of

caal are at Honesdale, Pa;

ready for summer shipment. . The

Bellevue has suspended works. »
The House

The first Turco-European train over ‘the ‘rail:
road skirting the sea of Marmore, entered Stamboul on’ the 16th inst., crossing the old sefagiio
grounnds.

3

When, Cremieux, the pont
before the

platoon

which

was to

was pinsed
shoot him, He

and he fell over.

He, left an unfinished” svagedy |;

Probably. the. oldest rosesbush ; in the’ world is

begins to rise.
15. There is. gencrally but little wind, near the
line of the maximum pressure, afd on eich side
of that line the winds are irregular, but end Ole
ward from that line,
16,; The fluctuations of the barometer are gens
erally greaterin the easterm than in the western
part of the Upited States.
17. The fluctaations of the barometer dregens
erdlly greater iw the northern than in he “onthe

10; In ‘the ‘southern parts of ‘the Umited States

nid terminates
front the south of west.

one twined upon = side of ‘the’ Hildeshein
dral'in Germany. ‘THe rootis: Yufied u

cathe

committee

last mine
EE2EY

at

316

on foreign. relations is

unable to agree upon legislation to erry out. the

provisions of the Washington treaty.’

|

many wounded.
"Mhe:grand jury in New York on Saturday

res

Bisho)

ado,

a stone

The stoxyyis told that

servers, and in that vase the minitum barometer

;

dinner at the head: of ‘his guests ina complete
damson-colored * suit, thus winning his wager
with one’ hour and three quarters to spare.
©
A subscription

has been

opened

in

Paris

for

ing been kept in prison

W

over

Haxo, after bay»
two months:

The

credit of opening this subscription belongs to M.

. Eight thousand men haye sailed from Cadiz for

de Villemesspnt,,. The Goxernment, which com-

Cuba.

pensated the President of the Republic so hand-

,

“hey

A new religious journal has been established somely, seems to have done nothing for these unin Rome which will oppose the dogma of infal- fortutiates and innocent victims of the late con-libility. Pére Hyacinthe is to be one of the con- testin the streets of Paris, »r
The business of whaling, dnce so great” and
tributors.
The trustees of the Peabody fund have let out | profitable, seems to be dying slowly, but not the

500 housés, with ‘planted grounds attached, at

Brixton, to small families in accordance with the

directions of the late Mr, Peabody.

i

Victoria will not open the approaching
sessionof the British Parliament in person: -

leas surely. , The New

Beédtord Standard tells us

that the Tast year has been one of great disaster.
There was the almost general loss of the Arctic
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yard, take a bow from the yoke, andgo up to the
off one.und pat it on hisneck. If he is wild, he
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Everybody

says “PURE GOLD”

is a superior

work, and the public have endorsed that opinion by
purchasing over

300,000 Copies in Nine

Months!

We are assured that “ SONGS OF SALVATION ”

gives entire satisfaction wherever used, and the very
large demand for it still continues.

end “CHRISTIAN BONGS” to Schools

We

inwant of a large and varied collection of Hymns and

Tunes.
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